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ABSTRACT 

PART I 

Channe ling measurements by backscattering of He 

and H ions have been made on <111 >- and <110 >-oriented Si 

covered with evaporated layers of Al and Au. The energy 

range was 0.4 - 1 . 8 MeV and the film thicknesses ranged 

between 100 and llOOR for Au , and between 900 and 30ooR 

for Al. As a first approach to analysis of disorder in 

crystals, we have invest igated the effects of simulated 

disorder in form of metal l ayers on the surface of Si and 

Ge. This has an advantage in that particle scattering in 

the metal films can be controlled independe ntly of scat

tering in the unde rlying substrate . The minimum yield, 

half-width of the angular-yield profile and the depth 

dependence of al igned yield have been studied as a func

tion of metal-film thickness a nd b eam energy. Comparisons 

betwee n experimental and calculated values have been made 

on the basis of two different treatments of plural scatter

ing. 

The minimum yield values obtained by applying only 

a step-function approximation to the angular yield profile 

were first eva luated as a function of film thickness. The 

minimum yield , angul ar-yield profiles and dechanne ling 

depend e nce on depth obtained witl1 Al films fo llow the 
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predictions of Meyer's treatment of plural scattering. 

A detailed study of minimum yield values on covered 

Si was the n made. In this case the minimum yield was cal

culated from the Meyer treatment and probability curves 

determined from (i) a step-function approximation to the 

angular-yie ld profile, and (ii) two differe nt axial sc a ns 

on uncovered Si, one of which is azimuthally averaged . 

The minimum yie lds calculated using the step-function 

approx imation and average probability curves are in good 

agreement with expe rimental r e sults. This suggest s tha t 

the ste p-function approximat ion , although l es s accura t e 

than the azimutha lly ave raged proce dure, is adequ a t e for 

use with investigat ions of disorder in crysta l s by chan

neling-effect measureme nts . On the basis of the step

function approximation , we have established unive rsal curves 

from which minimum y i e ld values as a function o f d isorder 

may be obta ined. 

PART II 

The b a ckscatter i ng spectrometry u sing 2 MeV He+ 

ion s have been emp loyed to study the phenomenon of low

tempe r a ture migra tion of Si through thi~ films of Au and 

Ag evaporate d on <110 > and <111 > Si single crystal sub

strates . The thickne sses o f Au films ranged fr om 200 to 

4000~ , and thos e of Ag from 200 to 800~. Migration of Si 

int o the se rne tul film s is observed whe n the systems are 
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heat treated in an oxidizing ambient at low temperatures 

(1S0°c for Au, 400°c for Ag), well below their eutectic 

points (375°c for Au and 830°c for Ag). 

The migration of Si is followed by formation of a 

silicon-oxide layer on top of the metal film. The initial 

~ 
growth of this oxide layer is proportional to (time) 2 The 

factors controlling this low-temperature oxide formation 

have been investigated. Both oxidizing ambient and orien

tation of the substrate influence the oxide growth rate , 

and the thicknes s of evaporated film determines the final 

thickness of the o x ide. A model to explain the oxide-growth 

mechanism is presented . 

The migration of Si also has bee n studied through 

layers of Au with superimpo sed layers of Ag , and vice 

versa . It is. found that the interface b etween Si and the 

metal film plays a leading role in these low-temperature 

migration studie s. 

Some aspe cts of the work contained in this thesis 

have been pub l ished previously under the foll owing titles: 

"Channeling in Si Overlaid with Al and Au films," 

Phys. Re v. B6 , 718 (197 2 ), E. Rimini, E. Lugujjo and J .W . 
I 

Mayer. 

"Energy Dependence of He+ and H+ Channe ling 1n Si 

Overlaid with Au films," Phys. Rev. B7, 1782 (1973), E. 

Lugujjo and J.W. Maye r. 

"Low-Temperature Migration of Si through Metal 
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Films: Importance of Silicon-Metal Interface," Phys. Status 

Solidi(a) l, 401 (1971), A. Hiraki, E. Lugujjo, M-A. Nicolet 

and J.W. Mayer. 

"Formation of Silicon Oxide over Gold Layers on 

Silicon Substrates," J. Appl. Phys. 43, 3643 (1972), A. 

Hiraki, E. Lugujjo and J.W. Mayer. 

Other publications not included in this thesis are: 

"Low-Temperature Migration of Silicon in Metal 

Films on Silicon Substrates Studied by Backscattering Tech

niques," J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 2_, 155 (1972), A. Hiraki 

and E. Lugujjo. 

"Influence of Scattering in MeV He+ Channeling in 

Si Overlaid with Amorphous Films," Phys. Lett. 37A, 157 

(1971), E. Rimini, E. Lugujjo and J.W. Mayer. 

"Channeling in Si 9verlaid with Dielectric Layer," 

Presented in the International Conference on Ion Beam Sur

face Layer Analysis, Yorktown Heights, New York, June 18, 

1973, W.K. Chu, E. Lugujjo, J.W. Mayer and T.W. Sigmon. 

"Optical Line and Broad-band Emission from Ion

Bombarded Targets," Presented at the 5th International 

Conference on Atomic Collision in Solids, Tennessee, 

Sept. 1, 1973, W.F. van der Weg and E. Lugujjo. 

"Stoichiometry of Thin Silicon Layers on Silicon," 

Phys. Lett. (in press), T.W. Sigmon, W.K. Chu, E. Lugujjo 
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PART I 

BACKSCATTERING AND CHANNELING EFFECT STUDIES 

ON SEMICONDUCTOR-METAL SYSTEMS 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. General 

Experimental and theoretical studies have estab

lished that the channeling of an energetic beam of parti

cles in a single crystal occurs whe never a crys tal axis 

or plane is aligne d with the incident-beam direct i on. In 

the channel ing process, the incident particles are steered 

by a series of gentle collisions with the lattice atoms of 

the rows or plane s. In orde r for an energetic beam of 

particles to be steere d by the lattice , the beam direction 

must be oriented within a certain critical angle (~1 ) of 
72 

the crystal a x is or plane. The effect of channeling on 

particle trajectories in the crystal is most strikingly 

observed in the significant r eduction in the measured yield 

of processes requiring a close encounter with the lattice 

atoms. Such processes include wide angle elastic scatte r-

ing, Coulomb excitation, nuclear reactions and production 

· (1-4) 
of inner shell x-rays. 

The reduction in the yield of these proce sses is 

very sensitive to crystalline imperfections both on the 

surface and inside the crystal and has been used to deter

mine disorder distributions in ion-implanted samples( 4- 7 ) 

and in epitaxially grown single-crystal layers. (B, 9 ) The 

yield of close~encounte r process is, in fact, influenced 
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by the initial distribution in transverse momentum of 

the particles as they enter the crystal and also by scat

tering from off-lattice atoms in addition to the normal 

scattertng events experienced in a perfect crystal. Super-

position of amorphous layers on single crystals causes a 

spreading in the angular distribution of the incident beam 

due to scattering events in the film. This increase in 

transverse momentum leads to an increase in the aligned 

yield as has been found for silicon covered with dielectric 

layers(S,lO) and metal films. (ll,l 2 ) A similar increase in 

aligned yield is also observed in crystals containing 

lattice disorder such as ion implanted Si. (l 3 ) 

Analysis of channeling effects in imperfect 

crystals requires knowledge of the transverse momentum 

and of the probability that a particle with a given trans

verse momentum will be transferred out of the aligned 

component into the random component of the beam (de-

channeled ) . For the dechanneling probability it is 

always assumed (step-function approximation) that a 

particle is in the random component of the beam when its 

angle with the channel axis is greater than ~1 , the 
"2 

critical angle for channe ling. In channeling measurements 

of disorder, various scattering treatments have been used 

to obtain the angular distributions of the particles: 

single , ( 4 ,l4 ) plural, ( 6 ) and multiple( 4 , 5 ) scattering . 

These scattering regimes are classified according to the 
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mean value m of t h e number of collisions. A single

scatter ing regime is characterized b y m << 1. Form >> l 

(m > 20), the number of scattering events is large and the 

process is called multiple scattering . In between single-

and multiple-scattering regimes lies plural scattering. 

A plural-scattering treatment seems most reason

able to apply to the smal l numbers of scattering centers 

typically encountered in disorder analyses of ion-implanted 

or epitaxial layers. Early estimates of plural scattering 

(15) were based on the treatme nt of Keil et al., who used 

the Molifre cross section. ( l 6 ) This treatment leads to a 

strongly p e ake d forward scattering distribution. Recently 

a new treatme nt of plural scattering has been proposed by 

Meyer ( l?) on the basis of Thomas-Fermi cross sections. 

This treatme nt does not lead to as strongly a peaked dis 

tribution as that of Keil et al. Experimental measure-

t (1 8 ,1 9) f . f h . f k . mens o scattering o eavy ions o eV energies 

transmitted thr ough thin films show good agreement with 

c a lculation s base d on the Meyer treatme nt. For large 

nuIT.bers of scattering centers , the two treatments give the 

same distribution which merges with the Moli~re multiple 

scatte ring theory . For a general reference to multiple 

scatte ring in the high-energy regime, see Scott. <
2o) 

At the start of this study, there had not been an 

evalua tion of the a p p licability of the Meyer treatment of 

plural scattering to channeling an~lysis of disorder in 
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crystal s . To carry out this evaluation of channeling 

analysis we devised a simple technique to simulate disorder. 

This has been achieved by covering the single crystals with 

an evaporated laye r of metal films. The aim was to obtain 

a direct test of the more appropriate distribution to be 

used to extract disorder profiles by channeling-effect 

measurements. Use of an evaporated amorphous metal layer 

allows a more direct analysis because the amount of scat

tering in the film can be controlled independently of the 

underlying substrate . This study has centered on the in

vestigation of the dependence of the minimum yield values 

and dechanneling rates on metal layer thicknesses and 

beam energies . A comparison of these experimental measure

ments with those calculated uiing existing plural scatter

ing treatments has been made. 

B. Scattering 

When an energetic particle is scattered through 

an angle, the scattering may be the result of the accumu

lated effect of a number of small deflections produced by 

different atomic nuclei in the matter traversed, or it may 

be due to a single deflection through the same angle pro-

duced by some one nucleus . (2l) The first type o f scatter-

ing is spoken of an "multiple" or "plural 11
, depending on 

whether the number pf contributing collisions is l~rge or 

small. The second type is referred to as 'single' scatter-
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ing. The extent to which either process dominates depends 

on the nature and velocity of the scattering particle, the 

matter traversed and the scattering angle. (22 ) 

Single scattering dates back to Rutherford in the 

first decade of this century. (23 ) Rutherford's alpha

particle scattering experiments (1911) aroused great 

interes t in the study of the interaction of charged parti

cles with matter. Plural and multiple scattering were first 

studied the oretically by Wentzel (1922) who recognized( 24 ) 

that some of Rutherford 's l ater scattering experiments were 

not only due to single scattering but to a combinat ion of 

both single and multiple scattering. Nearly two decade s 

late r E.J. Williams (1 939 , 1940) worked out a moderate ly 

successful theory of multiple scattering based on a method 

of fitting together a Gaussian curve for the central part 

of the distribution and a single scattering tail fo r large 

angles. ( 22125 ) A more refined treatment of multiple scat

tering was develope d in 1948 by Moliere . (l 6 ) This tre at

ment was based on the statistical procedure of Wentzel. (24 ) 

In 1960 Keil e t a l. (l 5 ) evaluated scatter ing distributions 

in the plural scattering regime u sing Moliere's differential 

cros s section. Recently a n ew treatment of plural scat

tering has been advanced by Meyer . (l?) This treatment 

modifies the analysis developed by Keil et al. with respect 

to the differential scattering cross section. 

the Thomas-Fermi potential was used. 

In th is c ase 
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Shown in Fig. 1 are the angular distributions of 

the nu..~be r of 1.8 MeV He particles scattered per sterad i a n 

in traversal of an 88R Au film and 1ssoR Al film. The film 

thicknesses are specified by the parameter rn which is given 

by(17) 

(1) 

where aTF is the Thomas -Fermi screening parameter (aTF = 

0.10 5R for Au and aTF = 0.17 6R for Al ), N is the numbe r 

of atoms p e r {R)- 3 , and tis the film thickness in angstroms. 

Phys ica lly, mis the mean value of the number of collisions 

expe rienced by particles traversing a tarte t with Nt atoms 

·2 
with a cross s ection of n (aTF) . 

The angular distributions f(8) were obtained dir

ectly from the Keil et al. and Meyer tabulations. For low 

value s of m the Ke il trea tme nt predicts tha t a large frac-

tion -m (p ropor tional toe ) of the b eam passes thr ough the 

film without d e flection . For instance, form= 0.2 the 
00 

K integra t e d distribution J £ 0 _2 (8)2n 8 d 8 is 0.]8, indica t-
o 

ing that 82 % of the partic l es are undeflected f or an ssR 

thick Au film. On the other hand, in the Meye r treatment , 
00 

all the particles are s catte red (f f~_ 2 (8)2n8 d8 = 1). In 
0 

both cases , the distribution becomes broa der with increas -

ing value s of m. For large value s of m (m > 20, Au~ 9000R, 

an d Al~ 3000R), the two dis tribution approach the Molj_6re 
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~igure 1. Differential angular distributions f(0) for 

~ 1.8 MeV He ions after traversing a reduced 

thickness m = 0.2 (8 8R of Au ) and m = 10 (1 55 □R 

of Al) according to the Meyer (Ref . 17) treatment 

( fu ll lines ) and Keil et al . (Ref. 1 5 ) treatment 

(dashed lines ). The integral of the differential 

di stribution form= 0.2 is 0.181 in the Keil 

et al. treatment. The experimental values o f 

the critica l angle for Si <111 > , <1 10 > and 'UlO} 

are shown on the bottom l eft. 
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analytical computations. 

As a further comparison of the two treatments the 

projected planar differential distributions are shown in 

Fig. 2. We consider the number of particles scattered 

through the angle ep with respect to the plane, i.e. the 

projection of the angle 0· on a surface both norma l to the 

plane and parallel to the heam direction, 

f ( 0 ) 
p p 

00 

0 

( 2) 

+ The distributions shown correspond to 1 .8 MeV He tra-

v ersing a reduced thickness m = 0.6 (2 64~ of Au ). For 

m = 0.6 we have 2 J fM ( e ) de 
0 p p p 

where fM ( e ) and fK(e) refe r 
p p p p 

- 1 and 2 J fK(0 )d0 = 0.45, 
0 p p p 

~o Meyer and Keil et al. 

angul a r distributions, r espectively. The arrow in the 

Keil et al . distribution indicates the undeflected part of 

the beam which amounts to 55%. 

C. Channeling and Backscattering 

The main purpose of this section is to introduce 

the basic concepts of channeling and backscattering as will 

b e applied in this work . Channeling in single crystais is 

described on the basis that a _particle moving at a small 

angle with resp2ct to a row or plane of atoms is steered 

by a s er ies of gentle correlate d collisions wi th many 
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Planar differenti a l distributions f (0 ) for 
p p 

1.8 Me V He+ ions after traversing a reduce d 

thickne s s m = 0.6 equivalent to 264~ of Au, 

according to Meyer (full line) and Keil et al. 

(dashed line ) . 
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lattice atoms in the row or plane. ( 26 , 27 ) The requiremerit 

that the individual atomic collisions b e gentle implies 

that the de flect ion give n to the particle during a single 

collision is sma ll compa r ed ~o the total angle through 

which the particle is stee r e d. 

In Lindhard ' s treatment , (26 ) the steer ing of the 

particle is described by it s interaction with the ave r age 

potentia l of t he row or plane . The discrete atomic po

t entials are replaced by a continuum mode l giving an 

average pote ntia l V(r) d epend ing only on the perpendicular 

dis tance r from the row or plane . If the energy E for the 
l. 

transve r se motio n of the particle is in s ufficient to over

come the potentia l b arrier presented by the l a ttice row 

h 
. (27) 

t en one may write 

E = V(r) + 1 M(v sin ~ ) 2 _ V(r) + E~ 2 (3) 
l. 2 

where (l/2) Mv
2 

is the kine tic e n e rgy E o f the incide nt 

particle , ~ the in stantaneous ang l e of incidence of the 

particle with respect to t he row and V (r ) the average 

pot:ent i a l at. an impact paramete r r with the row . The 

minimum i mpac t paramete r (r . ) corresponds to the max imum min 

o r "critical " ang le ( ~J = ~
112

) for which the partic l e can 

be steered by the crysta l row . 

t/J l/2 

_ /jv(r . )! .... l/ --;~_r!._ 

T:ius from Eq . 3 

( 4) 
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For axial channeling we have 

(5) 

where 

( 6) 

is the Lindhard critica l angle for a static lattice a nd 

2 

( 

3 ( a TF) 
log 

2 
+ 

p log2 

p 
for (t)J 1 . < : ) (7) 

r 

· (2 8 ) 
is a parameter c a lculated b y Picraux et a l. and account s 

for the thermal vibrations. De tailed numer i cal calculatio ns 

by J.U. Andersen (29 ) have shown that Eq. 7 is accurate in 

the r eg ion t)J 1 < pr/d. z1 , z2 are projectile and lattice 

2 atomic numbers , dis the spacing along the row a nd p the r 

mean square vibrational amplitude of the lattice atoms i~ 

the plane perpendicular to the row. The main functional 

depende nc e of the critical angle is contained in t)J 1 which 

involves e ne rgy, atomic numbe r and lattice spacing. It 

should be noted that z2e/d is simply the nuclea r charge 

per unit distance along the row . 

The ma in channe ling principles discussed above are 

sumnarized in Fig . 3. If the angle of approach is well 
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Figure 3. Influe nce of crysta l lattice on the motion of 

energetic charged particles. Upper Part: Charged 

particle trajectories for seve ral typica l values 

of 0, the angle between the incide nt beam and a 

close-packed atomic row. Random trajectory is 

indicated by C. The channeled beam A does not 

approach closer than~ O.lR (the Thoma s-Fermi 

screening distance) to the row. Lower Part: 

shows angular dependence of the yie ld for any 

proce ss requiring impact parame ters~ O.lR. The 

lowest height of the yield curve corresponds to 

mi n imum yie ld The do tted curve shows the 

predicted angular dependence for a perfect non

vibrating l attice . 
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outside the critical angle \/J 1 (trajectory C), the particle 
? 

has no "fee ling" for the existence of a lattice and experi

ence s a random traj ecto r y and stopping. For angles of 

approach only slightly l a rge r than the critical angle \/! 1 , 
'2 

the particle actually has a somewhat higher probability 

of being close to a tomic rows and experiences an ab -

normally h igh stopping. Such a traj ectory is indicated 

by B. A channeled particle (trajectory A) wi ll have a n 

angle of approach, 0, that is smaller than \/J 1 • The lowe r 
'2 

part of Fig. 3 shows a typical angu l ar norma lized yie l d 

curve (profile) for a close-encounter process t aken ju s t 

beneath the cry s tal s ur face. There is a striking atten

uation in the y i eld when the angle of approach i s close 

to zero. On the yield curve i s shown the correl&tion 

with the tra j ectories A, Band C. The dotted curve in

dicates the shape one would expect for a perfect lattice 

with no therma l vibration . The lowest height of the yield 

curve corresponds to what is known as the 'minimum yield' 

designated x . 
0 

The minimum yi e ld is defined as the ratio 

of the number of backscactered particles when the incident 

b eam is a ligned (channeled ) with t he crystal-symme try 

direct ion of inte rest to the number with the beam far from 

any high-symme try direction of the crystal (random di-

rection) . The minimum yield is a u se ful parame ter to 

study expe rime nt a lly since it provide s a direct comparison 

with the ory as 0 ill be desc r ibe d in Section III. 
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In planar channeling, an averaged sheet potentia l 

for the case cf uniformly spaced planes is used and leads 

to a planar critical angle( 2S) 

( 8) 

where 

( 9) 

and N is atomic de nsity, d is the spacing between planes , 
p 

a Fis the Thomas-Fermi screening dista nce and the factor 
T ' 

of 13 is of the order of unity. 

In this work we have use d wide angle scatte ring 

process in investiga ting the channeling effect. Two 

+ typic a l e nergy spectra for 1.8-MeV He backscattered from 

a silicon single crystal are shown in Fig. 4. The aligned 

spectrum or a ligne d yield refers to the back scattering 

spectrum in which the incide nt He+ beam is aligned par

allel to a low index Si crystal axis name ly <111> . The 

random yield or random spect rum refers to that in which 

the incident beam is far from any syw~etry axis or plane, 

so that no s t ee ring of the incide nt particles occurs. The 

high energy edges of the spe ctra correspond to scatte ring 

near the surface . Lower energies correspond to particles 

scatte red at inQreasing depths in the crystal. 
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Figure 4. Energy spectra for 1.8 MeV He+ ions back

scattere d from uncovered Si cry stal for random 

(e) and <111>-aligned direction (6). 
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+ Energy spectra for 1.8-MeV He backscattered from 

an uncovered silicon crystal tilted at various angles with 

r espect to the <1 10 > aligned direction are shown in Fig. 

5. The yield near the surface has a dependence on 

crystal orientation similar to that shown in lower part 

of Fig. 3. The increase of the yield with depth (de

channeling rate) depends on the beam to substrate orien-

tation . The dechanne ling rate increases due to the cha nge 

in transverse e ne rgy distribution (and thus angular di s 

tribution) of the inc ide nt b e am. 

Channeling ef fe ct me asurements with the backscat

tering technique can b e used as a tool to investigate the 

small angle scatte r i ng events in amorphous laye rs . Furthe ~

more, this information can be used in extractin g dj.s o r d e r 

distributions in crystalline materials. Figure 6 shows 

two angular yi e ld profiles ·for 1.8-MeV He + impinging a long 

the <110 > direction of a silicon sample. These profile s 

correspond to yie ld of particles backscattered from jus t 

beneath the crystal surface as a function of tilt angle 

for uncovered Si and Si covered with 2lj0~ of Al . The 

shapes of these yield profile s diffe r between u11cove r e d 

and covere d Si not only for the minimum yield , but also 

for the value of the width, defined as the full width at 

a level midway between the random and aligned yield. This 

difference in yield b e tween covered and uncove r e d Si ari se s 

from small angl~ sca ttering in the amorphous layer. This 
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Figure 5. Energy spe ctra for 1.8 MeV He+ ions back

scattere d from an uncovered silicon crystal 

tilted at various angle s with respect to the 

aligne d dire ction. 
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Figure 6. Normalized yield vs tilt angle for 1.8 MeV He+ 

ions incident along the <110> direction of un

covered Si crystal (e ) and Si covered with 2130~ 

of Al (~ ). The yields were measure d at depths 

about 0.1 µ below the surface and normalized to 

2500 counts. 
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scattering introduces a broadening of angular distribution 

of the beam and consequently reduces the fraction of the 

beam along the aligned crystal direction. 

The role played by the scattering in the amorphous 

layer on the angular yield profile is further d emons trated 

in Fig. 7. Here a planar scan is made across the' UlO} 

plane on uncove r e d Si and Si covered with 3090~ of Al. 

The minimum yield values and the width of the yield pro

file increase . 
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Figure 7. Normalized yield vs rotation angle for 1.8 MeV 

He+ ions impinging on the' {110} plane of uncovered 

Si crystal (o) and Si covered with 3090R of Al 

(FJ) • 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 

A. Sampl e Prepa ration and Channeling Measurements 

Gold films from 100 to lOOOR thick and aluminum 

films from 900 to 3000R thick we re vacuum deposite d from 

a tungsten filament onto the <110> and ~11> surfaces of 

silicon and ge rmanium s ingle crystals at room t e mpera-

ture. The e v aporation of Al and Au was made on samples 

maske d so that in the same sample there were portions of 

uncovered Si, Si plus Au and Si plus Al. The evaporations 

were made in a vacuum of about 5 x 10- 7 Torr. 

Channe ling measurements were made using the back-

. i • (1,10) (' ) d scatte ring t e c,rnique . Low-ene rgy ,100--ke V an 

high-en e rgy (1.0 to 1.8 MeV) channeling exper i ~ents were 

done u sing acce l e r ators at Rockwe ll Internationa l Science 

Ce nte r a nd Ca lte ch, r esp e ctively. Collimated beams (~ 2mm 

be am di ame t e r) of protons and h e lium ions we r e incident on 

samples mounte d on a two-axis goniometer in a scattcrj_ng 

chaDbe r . A schematic sketch of the scattering chamber 

and e l ectronic s is s hown in Fig . 8 . The samples could be 

rotate d and tilte d with respect to the incident beam. 

-5 The scatterina chamb e r was evacu a ted to less than 10 Torr 

and secondary e l e ctrons were s uppresse d. The particles 

backscatte r e d from the ta~get through n l~boratory ~ngle 

8 = 16 4 , i.e. 0 ' = 16 (s ee Fig . 8) were detected by a 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of experimental geometry of 

backscuttering analysis equipment. The incoming 

beam strikes the sample at normal incidence and 

particles scattered into an angle 0' are ana

lyzed with a solid state silicon surface-barr i e r 

detector. The output of the d e tector is amplifie d 

and stored in a 4OO - channe l pul s e he ight an a l yz er. 

The two-axis goniome ter wa s use d in cha nne ljng 

experime n t s. 
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25 mm2 solid-state silicon-surface-barrier detector 

placed 10 cm away from the target. The energy spectrum 

of these particles was obtained using standard electronics 

and a 400 channe l pulse-height analyzer. The energy r es -

olution of the detector was ~ 15 keV FWHM. for 1. 8 MeV 

He ions. 

B. Backscatte ring Energy Spectra 

En e rgy spectra of backscatterin g particles from 

an unc ov e r e d part of the Si sample were obtained u s ing H 

and He ions (i) wh e n a low-index direct ion ( 411 > or ~ 10 >) 

was we ll aligne d wi th the incide nt-beam direction (aligne d 

spe ctrum) and (ii) whe n the beam was i nc iden t in a r andom 

direction (ra ndom spectrum). The random spec tra en the 

uncove r e d central portion of the sampl e s were obtain e d by 

tilting the sample off a major axial direction by an ang l e 

grea t er than ten times the critical angle a nd continuously 

. h 1 b h b d' · ( 3 0) rotating t e crysta a out t e earn 1re ct1on. The 

aligne d and r a ndom spe ctra on cove red portions of Si 

s amp l es were obtaine d by alignme nt on the uncovered por

tion of the sample and the n tra nslating the b e am to the 

covere d portion. Fr om our expe rimental geometry, trans-

lation of the beam by 2 mm causes a change of 0.3 x 10- 3 

rad in the angle of incide nce (a value about 40 time s 

smalle r tha n ~L ). Measureme nts on the uncovered sample 
' 2 

showed that translation of the beam h a d no effect on the 
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aligned components of the spectra. 

Figure 9a shows two energy spectra of backscattered 

1.8 MeV He+ beam from uncovered Si obtained for aligned and 

random incidence. Near the surface, the <111> aligned 

yield was~ 3% of the random yield. The ratios of aligned 

to random yield for <111 > and <110> orientations were 

found to be in agre ement with previously measured values . (3 ) 

The detailed shape s of the spectra shown above are 

determined by: (i) the elastic energy . loss in the scatte r

ing proce ss, (ii) the inelastic energ y los s as the p a rticle 

pene trates the crystal, a nd (iii) the ene rgy d e pend e nce of 

the scattering cross section. The sca ttering cros s s e c

tion for incide nt charge d p ar t icl e s i n the laboratory 

sys tem of coordinates (including targe t r e coil) is give n 

by(31,32) 

do (E) 
c:TI2" (10) 

whe re e is the laboratory scattering angle, E is the in-o 

cide nt particle ene rgy in the laboratory system, z
1 

and 

M1 are the atomic number and mass of incide nt particle, 

(he lium ions in ~his case ) and z2 and M2 are the corres 

ponding values of the target materi a l (Si in this case ). 
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Because of the strong forward-peaking of the Rutherford 

scattering cross section, only a small fraction typically 

of the orde r of 10- 5 of the helium beam is backscattered 

from the target. The energy E of the particles scattered 

at the outer surface of the target, is given by 

(11 ) 

where K
2 is the kinematic recoil factor expressed as( 33 ) 

(1 2 ) 

The energy-to-depth conversion scale for s il icon 

(34) 
is obtain ed from stopping power and experime ntal geo-

metry following the usua l procedure (Davies et al . ( 35 )). 

Representative values for Si stopping powe r are 31.4, 29.5, 

26.2 eV/~ for 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 MeV He ions, respectively . 

The depth sca l e for r andom incidence is s hown in Fig. 9a. 

For alig~ed inc idence , the depth scale may diffe r by as 

much as 1 5 % due to lower stopping power o f well-channele d 

particles in the ingoing trajectory. However, the stop-

ping power depends on the trajectory of the channeled 

particle and the exact value to be used cannot be spec-

ified in general . For dechanneling calculations, we 

assumed equa l a ligned and random stopping powers and ob-
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tained a depth conversion near the surface of Si of 

43.8 ev;R for both random and aligned spectra for 1.8 MeV 

+ He . Recent investigations by Eisen and B¢ttiger( 36 ) 

indicate that this is a reasonable assumption. 

Figures 9b and 9c show spectra of Si samples 

covered with 400~ of Au and 3400R of Al, respectively. 

The presence of a metal film causes a shift in the Si 

signal to lower energy due to energy losses of the parti

cles as they traverse the film. The signal from Au 

(shaded portion, Fig. 9b) appe ars at high energies. The 

signal for Al ( shaded portion , Fig. 9c ) appears at lower 

energies and the trailing edge of the Al signal overlaps 

the leading edge of the Si signal by 21.6 keV producing 

an overlap peak . (lO) The extraction of the aluminum 

signal from experimental spectra requires a more e labora te 

method(lO) which h a s b een adopte d in the present work. 

h b f d 1 
2 d . 'b Te num er o Au a n A atoms per cm was eterm1ne o y 

integrating the counts in the two signals; this number 

was used in compa rison with theory, although for simplic-

ity in presentation the film thicknes s is given in ang

stroms by using the conversion factors: 5 .9 x 1017 Au 

2 17 2 
atoms/cm and 6.02 x 10 Al atoms/cm being equival~nt 

to 1000~ . 

films. 

As an example, we discuss the energy loss in go ld 

Representative values of the stopping cross 
..I.. 

section of Au for He' particles at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 
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Figure 9. + Energy spectra for 1.8 MeV He backscattered; 

(a) from an uncovered silicon crystal for random 

(o) and <111> aligned direction (t), (b) from a 

silicon crystal covered with 400~ of Au for 

random (0) and <111> aligned direction (6). 

The bottom scale represents the energy (MeV) of 

the backscattered particles. The top scale in 

the three figures represents the depth inside the 

silicon crystal from which the particle has been 

scattered. 
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1.8 MeV are 112.0, 128.0, 122.0 and 116.0 x 10- 5 eV 2 cm, 

respectively. These values we re obtaine d from tables by 

Ziegler and Chu. (34 ) The energy loss per angstrom for in 

and out traj ectories of backsca ttered particles is cal

culate d from the backscattering e nergy-loss parameter 

[s] give n by( 8 ) 

[s] + 1 dEI 
icos 0 I dx K2E 

in 

Representative values for [s] in Au of bulk density 

( 13) 

22 3 NAu = 5.9 x 10 atoms/cm are 140.0, 134.2 and 132.0 

ev;R at 1.5, 1.8 and 2.0 MeV He+, re spect ive ly. 

Backscatte ring measurements were a lso us e d t o 

determine the uniformity nature of the film. The uni

fo r mity of the films was deduce d from absence of any 

anoma l ous f eatures in the trailing edge of Au spec tra or 

in the Al-Si ove rlap peak for film thicknesses greater 

than 200R of Au and 600R of Al, respect ively. However for 

Au films b e low 150R thick, the spectra r evealed that about 

10 % of the Si s ubstrate was uncove r ed . 

Channe ling measurements were u sed to evalua te the 

amorphous nature of the films. When the beam was iligned 

with <111> or <110 > axial direc tion s , no cha nge was found 

in either the Au or Al signals compare d to that obtained 

with a random incide nce . Also planar scan s did not r e -
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veal any orientation effects . These facts indicate that 

if these films are polycrystalline, the crystallites are 

either very small or their orientation is sufficiently 

random to allow the treatment of these films as amorphous 

(12' 
structures for channeling experiments . ' 

The minimum yield x =A/Ras shown in Fig . 9b 
0 

was measure d experimentally as a function of helium and 

proton b eam energy and layer thickness . These measured 

minimum yield v a lues were compared with those calculated 

from the Kei l et a l. and Meyer trea tments of plural scat

tering . 

C. Yie ld-Profile 

Axial as well as planar angular-yield profi l es 

were determined on both covered and uncovered portions of 

Si samples oriented along <110 > , <1 11 > axial direct ion s 

and the' {110} planar direction for 1.8 MeV He + and 0.4 

Me V H+ . The planar yield profile was obtained in the 

usual way by scanning a cross the' Ul0 } plane (see Fig . 

7). It should be stressed h e re that most of the investi

gations concerning yield profiles were made u s ing axial 

yield-profiles . Hence, we d escribe in detail how the 

axial yi e ld profiles were obta ined. 

Two different methods were app l i e d in obtaining 

these axial-yield profiles . The first method followed 

. 1 d f f . . 1 (12,35) tne u s ua proce ure o per orming an axia scan 
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where the beam is first aligned with either the <110 > or 

<111> axial directions. Then the normalized yield of 

particles backscattered from just b e low the surface of Si 

is obtained as a function of tilt angle . The dire ction 

of the tilt is indicate d by a dashed line in Fig. 10 

which shows the measured coordinates of the planes and the 

<110 > axes . The norma lization of the yield was made to 

that of the random yield, (see Fig. 6). The accuracy of 

the s c an was checked by comparing both the minimum yield 

and the critica l-angle value with tho se obtained in the 

+ + (3) prev ious measurements at 0.4 MeV H and 1.8 MeV He . 

In the second me thod, the sample is rotated at 

each tilt position thus g iving an azimuthally averaged 

yie ld profile. In t h i s me th6d the beam was fjrst a ligne d 

with the < 110 > ax ial dir e c tion of an un covered Si cryst::11 . 

The n the < 110 > axial direction was made collinear with both 

the goniome ter axis of rotation a nd the incident. beam dir

ection u sing a·n alignme nt stage mounted on the goniometer. 

Thi s stage has t wo axes of rotation with r espec t to the 

incident-be am direct ion . It could be tilted sc ~h~t the 

axial direct ion of the crysta l r esting on it could b e 

brought in line with the axis of rotation of the gonio-

mete r. The norma li zed yield of the partjcles ba ckscattered 

from just below the surface o f Si was obta ined a s a func

tion of tilt angle by continuou s ly r otating the Si crystal 

about the beaffi d irect ion (see Fig. 10). As before , the 
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Figure 10. Dashed line shows the tilt direction along 

which the normal axial angular-yield profile is 

obtained. The dash-dot lines represent the 

rotation direction along which an azimuthally 

averaged probability curve is obtaine d for various 

tilt angles. Solid lines are the Si crystallo

graphic plane s. 
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normalization of the backscattered yield was made to that 

of the random yie ld. 

The scans obtained by those two above procedures 

(see Fig. 11), coincide for both zero- and large-tilt 

angles. Howeve r, for tilt-angle s in between the critical 

angle ~1 and~ 3~ 1 , the angular-yield profile obtained 
~ ~ 

in the second me thod is lower than that in the first pro-

cedure. This lower yield is due to the influe nce of planar 

channels during azimuthal averaging by rotation of the 

sample around the crys tal axes . The influence of planar 

channels can be inferred from Fig. 12 which shows orie n-

tation dependence of characteristic X-rays produced in 

crystals by positive-ion bombardment. This figure fur -

nished by J. Khan<
37

) shows contours of copper L-she ll 

X-ray yields centered upon a [011] dire ction on bom

bardme~ t with 70 KeV protons. 
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Figure 11. Upper : Number of particles per r ad . scatte red 

at an ang le 0 from the initia l dire ction for 

+ + f . 0.4 MeV H and 1.8 MeV He a ter traver s ing a 

reduced th i ckness m = 0.2 (1001\ Au , H+), m= 1.0 

(500~ Au, H+) (solid lines ), and m = 0.6 (2 64~ 

+ Au, He ), m = (dashed lines ) 

according to Meyer's the ory. 

Lower: Exper ime ntal axial scan obtained by 

"tilt" only (so l id line ) and azimuthally averaged 

experimental ax i a l scan obtained by "tilt and 

t t · " (d t d 1 · ) f 1 s M v 1-· + · · a t ro a J.on o · t e ine _o r . e te 1nc1 e n 

along <110 > Si axis . Step- funct ion approximation 

is shown as a v e rtical d ashed line . 
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Figure 12. Copper L-she ll X-ray yield contour in the 

region of the (011) dire ction showing inte r

secting pl a n e s, standard sweeps (dashed lines ), 

and yie ld value ext reme s (starr e d points ). The 

inciden t proton e n e rgy is 70 keV. 
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III. CALCULATION PROCEDURE 

In this work we have made channeling measureme nts 

by backscattering technique s with MeV He and H ions to 

determine minimum yields, angular-yield profiles, and 

aligned yields v e rsus depth in silicon samples covered 

with Au and Al films. The approach was to use various 

film thicknesses and beam energy to invest igate experi 

me ntally the scattering r egime where both the Meyer and 

Keil et al., treatments of plural scatte ring gave com

parable distributions and where the distributions differed. 

In this section we will indicate how the experimental l y 

measured parame ters furnish informat ion on the scattering 

of particles in metal films. Furthe r we give methods of 

estimating minimum yie ld s from crystals ove rlaid with 

amorphous films. 

An estimate for axial minimum yield for an un

covered crystal is given by 

= n (r . ) 2 Nd min 
(14) 

In this formula we note that all the particles that strike 

· · ( ) 2 f h ~ b within an area n r . o eac surrace atom are to e min 

associated with the random yield. Here r . is the minimum min 

impact parameter for a channe l ed part icle with the row. 
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If we let N be the atomic density and d the lattice spac

ing along the direction of trave l, then (Nd) is surface 

density of atoms along the direction of trave l. Henc e the 

surface area to be associated with the minimum yield is 

that given in Eq. 14. Normally the axial minimum yie ld 

for 2.0 MeV He+ impinging on Si single crystal at room 

temperature is approxima tely 3 % of the r andom yield. 

The planar minimum yield is def ined as( 26 ) 

2Y . 
min 

d p 
(15) 

where Y . i s the minimum i rnpact parame t er for a channe l e d min 

particle with t h e plane , and d being the separation be
p 

tween n e ighboring planes . In the Lindhard ' s static 

lattice continuum string approximation for the crystal 

potential, ( 2 G) r . in axial and Y . in pl a nar channe ling min min 

are assign e d a value equa l to the Thomas-Fermi screen ing 

d • I I istance aTF. 

The prese nc e of an amorphous l ayer on a silicon 

crysta l results in an i ncrease in the aligne d yield of 

energy spe ctra of backscattere d partic J.es. The computa

tion of the increase in the a ligned yield r equires knowl

edge of the following: 

1. Th e angular distribution f(0) of the analyzing b eam 

due to scattering experienced by particles traversing 

the layer . 
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2. The probability P ( 0) that a particle entering with z 

an angle 0 with a given direction of the crystal moves 

in a random trajectory at a c ertain depth z (dechannel

ing probabili ty ). 

3. The effect of the crystal potential on the angul a r 

dispersion of the b eam (transmission factor). 

The d echanneled fraction at a depth z is given by 

00 

x(z) = I 
0 

f( 0 ) 2n8 P ( 0 )d 0 z (16) 

where f( 0 ) is the differential distribution of the imping 

ing particle s a fter traversing the amorphous layer and 

the crystal surface. 

1. Differential Distr ibution 

The scattering - particle dis t ribution in the amor

phous l ayer was based on two treatments of plural scatt er

ing. The first treatment of plural scattering i s that of 

Keil e t al. This util izes the Moliere cro s s section which 

is smaller tha n the . Thomas-Fermi cross s e ction and gives 

a strong forward-peaked distribution of the particles. As 

a result, a la rge fraction of the beam passes through the 

film unde flect e d particularly for low values of 'reduced 

thickness ' m. In the small angle approximation the dif-

f erentia l cross section bas e d on the form of Moli~re may 
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be represented by(l 6 ) 

2ne de 
(17) 

where z2 is the atomic number of the scattering centers, 

z
1

, p and v being the atomic numbe r, mome ntum and v e locity 

respectively of the s cattered particle in the c enter of 

mass system of coordinates. The screening angle ea de -

scribe s the screening of the nuclear charge by the atomic 

elec trons and is def ined as(l 6 ) 

(1 8 ) 

where S = v/C with C = 3 x 1010 cm/s e c. For 1.8 MeV He 

ions incide n t on Au and Al the values of ea are 8.7 x 10-
2 

-2 and 8.5 x 10 respect ive ly. 

The s c a tte r e d-particle an gula r distribution inte

grate d from e outwards for a r educe d thickness mis given 
A 

as G*(m, 0 ). This gives the fraction o f the particles 
oo K 

scattered b e yond e from G*(m,e) = J f (m, e )d~ . Values 
e 

of G*(m, e ) are give n in Table 2 of Keil et al. (lS) He re, 

K note that f (m, 0 ) corresponds to G*(m, e ) in Ke il t ables. 

The second treatment of plura l scattering i s that 
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given by Meyer and this uses the Thomas-Fermi cross sec

tion. Meyer gives the scatte red-particle distribution 

-F(m,0) as a function of m and reduced angle 8 defined 

as (17) 

(19) 

Here, s is the reduced energy {a dimensionless unit ) in-

troduced by Lindhard et al . (26 ) A more elaborate de-

scription of Meyer's treatment of plural scattering and as 

appli e d to thi s work is presented in the Appendix . 

Figure 11 shows the calculated differe ntial

scatter ing distributions 2n 8f ( 8 ) which give the number of 

particles scatte red by an amorphou s layer at an angle 8 

from the initi a l direction for He and H ions. These di.f -

fer e ntial distributions are obtained from the angular 

distribution s tabulated by Meyer* for: 

m = 0.6(264~ Au, 1.8 Me V He+), m = 2.5(1100~ Au, 1.8 MeV 

He+), m = o.2(100R Au, 0.4 MeV H+) and m = 1.0 (SooR Au, 

+ 
0. 4 MeV He ) . 

2. Dechanne ling Probability 

There are s e veral me thods of determining the prob

ability P( B) t ha t a particle entering a crysta l with an 

*K.B. Winterbon has corrected in a private communicat i on, 
most of the computational errors which appeared in Meyer ' s 
tables publishe d (1 971). 
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angle e with a given crystallographic orientation moves 

in a random trajectory at a certain depth. The first 

method treats as decha nneled all particles which have an 

angle with the channel axis greater than ~1 • This pro-
"2 

cedure, usually called the step-function approximation, 

assumes that a particle is in the random component of the 

beam (dechanneling probability equal to one) when its angle 

with the channel axis is greater 

when its transverse e ne rgy E is 
..I. 

than ~k ' or equivalently 
2 

2 greater than E~1 • A 
'2 

particle is in the aligned componen t (dechannelingprob

ability equal to zero) when its angle with the channe l 

axis is less than 

energy E is less 
..I. 

~J~ ' or equivalently when the transverse 
'2 

2 than E~1 • The step-function approxi·
'2 

mation is shown as a vertical dashed line in the lowe r 

part of Fig . 11. 

By using the step-function approximation, the 

align ed yield near the crystal surface, i.e., the minimum 

yield x , is given directly by the integra l of the initial 
0 

angular distribution £( 0 ) of the particles just beneath 

the cry s tal surface , for angle values greater than ~Jl • 
'2 

The m:i_nin.mm yield, Xo J. s given by: 

co co 

Xo = f f( 0 )P( 8 )2 n0 d0 '.::'. 

J f(G)2,r0d0 ( 2 o) 

0 ~k 
2 

since the d e channe ling probability P(B) satisfies the 



equality below: 

P ( e) = 
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1 for e L ,,, 'l'k 
2 

o for e < ,,, - 'l'k 
2 

It should be remarked here that both Keil and 

Meye r theories give data in reduced energies and angles. 

Therefore , it is necessary to define the reduced critical 

~ 
angles BK and Bc by 

where B is the scre ening angle given by Eq. 18 and 
a 

( 21) 

where N(E,z 1 ,z 2 ) = (aTF E/2z 1 z 2e 2 ) is a normalizing factor 

in Meyer's angular distributions. Equation 22 is derived 

in the Appendix. As a result the minimum yield from 

crystal overlaid with l ayers is given by : 

00 

(X) = G*(m B ) = f fK(m,B)2TIBdB o Keil et al. 'K (23) 

0K 

and 
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~ 
f(m,8)2 ,r 0d0 (24) 

The second method of finding the dechanne ling prob 

ability P( 0 ) r eplaces the step-function approxima tion with 

expe rimentally dete rmined axial angular-yield profiles 

on an uncove r e d Si crysta l at different d e pths. We u sed 

two different p r ocedures to measure the angular yield 

profiles : (a ) axial scans, and (b) azimuthally-averaged 

scans . 

(a) The first p rocedure for determining one of the profi l es 

. ( 3 5 ) at a c e rtain depth in Si followed the u s u al technique 

of p e rforming an axia l scan where the beam is first. align

ed with e ithe r <110 > or <111 > axial directions and t hen 

the norma lized yield of backscattered particles is ob-

taine d as a function of tilt angle. The r esulting yield 

profil e is shown in (so l i d line ) in the lower part of 

Fig. 11. This profile is taken as an experimenta l d e -

channeiing probabili ty at a c ertain depth in t he crystal. 

Alternat ive ly , a number of dechanneling probability curves 

at diffe r en t d epths in the crystal have been obtained from 

expe rime nta l e ne rgy spectra recorded for He and H ions at 

diffe r e nt incide nt tilt ang l es , (see Fig. 5). 

(b) The other p roc e dur e fo r determining a n ax ial angular 

yield profile involved the rotation of the samp l e a t each 
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tilt position thus giving an azimuthally-averaged a ngular-

yield profile (descr ibed in Section II.C). The normalized 

yield of the backscattered particles from just below the 

surface of Si was obtained as a function of tilt angle by 

continuously rotating the Si crystal about the beam di-

rection. The r esulting azimutha lly - averaged angular-yield 

profile is shown (dotte d line ) in the lower part of Fig. 

11. 

The two experimental axia l angular-yield profiles 

discus sed above were use d in c a lculating the aligned yield 

from Si single crystal covered with metal layers. In 

particula r, calcula tion of the minimum y i e ld x utilized 
0 

both the experimental angular-yie ld profile obtained near 

the surface of the uncovered crystal and the calculate d 

different i al-sca tter ing distribution of the particles j_n 

the film. In this method the minimum yield is obta ined by 

convolutio n of the initia l scattering distribution in the 

amorphous laye r wi.th the experimental normalized angular

yield profile ; i. e . the yield profi l e is taken as a weight-

ing function. This weighting function is first multiplied 

by the scattering distribution and then integrated over 

al l angles to give the min imum yield x . 
0 

It must be 

pointed out here that since the experimenta l axial angular-

yield profiles include the scattering through the crystal 

surface , the n the particle-scattering distribution con

sidered is that due only to amorphous layer . 
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3. Transmission Factor 

The scattering in the first few crystal layers 

(transmission factor) always has the effect of increasing 

the particle transverse e nergy and hence its transverse 

momentum by an amount which depends on the point of entry 

of the particle. The change in transverse energy due to 

surface transmission is given by U(r) - U(r) where U(r) 
0 

and U(r) are row potentials( 26 ) at distance rand in the 
0 

midd le of the cha nnel respectively. In calculating axial 

minimum yie ld x using the step-function approximat ion, we 
0 

have as an approximation neglected the contribution of the 

transmiss i on factor to the angular di st ributions of the 

particles. 

To test the validity of this approximation , a 

numerical calculation has bee n carried out by E . Rimini (38 ) 

to determine the transmission factor contributions to the 

angular distributions of particles after traversing 88~ 

of Au. Figure 13 shows the normaliz~d integrated a ngular 

di~tribution f or 1.8 Me V He+ due t o (1) angular spread of 

the beam , (2) the scatte ring due to the lattice potential 

(transmission factor), (3) the angular spreading produce d 

by 8 8~ Au l a yer on Si crystal using Meyer treatment and 

(4) the resulting distribution with (2) and (3) take n into 

account. The resulting integrated angular distribution 

di ffers by about 20 % from that obtaine d with the layer 
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Figure 13. Normalized integrated angular distribution 

for: (1) experimenta l angular spread of 1.8 MeV 

He beam; (2) angular distribution due to scatter

ing of the beam by lattice potential (transmis sion 

factor); (3) angu l ar di s tribution produced by 

88R of Au cove ring the Si crystal surface accord

ing to Meyer ' s theory , and (4 ) particle distri

bution inc luding ca se s (2) and (3 ) above. 
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contribution alone for small angles of scattering (~ 1/10 

of ~1 ), while the two coincide within 5-10% for angles 
'2 

comparable or greater than ~1 • 
'2 

Of course with increasing 

layer thickness the contribution Of the transmission factor 

to the axial minimum yield b ecomes more and more negligible . 

As an example , at small scattering angle this contribution 

falls from 20 % for 100R to 5 % for 600R of Au respectively. 

It should be pointed out that in estimating the planar 

minimum yield v a lues the transmission factor effects c a n

not be neg l ected , ( see Fig. 7) . 

The computa tion of minimum yield x u sing the cono 

volution procedure takes the transmission factor contri-

bution into account. The experimental angular-yield pro-

files whether azimuthally-averaged or not, obtained near 

the surface of the crystal include the scattering through 

the crystal surface. Thus the differential distribution s 

requ ired in calculating planar or axial minimum yields are 

those due only to amorphous layers. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Axial Minimum Yield 

1. Step-Function Approximation 

In this section experimental axial minimum yield 

values are compared to those calculated by applying the 

step-function approximation to the differential distri

butions based on Keil and Meyer treatments of plural 

scattering. The minimum yield values are presented as 

functions of film thickness and bearn ,;,nergy . By varying 

these experimental parameters, one explores the validity 

and range of applicability of these two theories of plural 

scatte ring. Also the correspond ing change s in the minimum 

yield values furnish information on the channe ling be

havior of the analyzing be ~m in the crysta l. 

+ -1-U sing He and H' ions we have inves tigated the 

dependenc e of minimum yield values on film thickness. 

Shown in Fig . 14 are the minimum yield values for 1.8 MeV 

+ . ·a He · 1nc1 e nt on <111>- and ~10>-oriented Si versus thick-

ness of Au film calculated by integrating the differential 

distribution outwards from the critical angle il'- • In -~ 
this step-function approximation approach the transmission 

factor is ne glected. The solid lines in the figure r ep-

resent the values calculated from Meyer and the dashe d 

lines are the values from Keil tr.eatment of plural scat-
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Minimum yield x at the silicon surface for 
0 

+ 1.8 MeV He impinging along the <110> ( A) and 

<111 > (6 ) axe s of Si cove red with dif f erent 

thi ckne sses of Au. The lines show the calcu-

late d value s using the step-function approx i ma t i on , 

and the Meyer distribution (solid line ), and Keil 

et al . distribution (da s hed line). 
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tering. In these calculations we used experimental values 

of ~1 for particle e nergies afte r traversing the film 
'2 

thickne ss. The experime ntal points follow the trend of 

both theories but agree in absolute ~agnitude more close ly 

with Meyer trea tme nt. Two points (+) for Ge <1 11 > are 

included , since ~1 for this c ase lies between the Si <110 > 
'2 

<111> values. These points are also closer to Meyer thecry 

of plural scattering . 

Minimum-y i eld values are shown in Fig. 15 as a 

function of Au film t hickness for 400 keV He and H i ons 

incide nt on <111 >-oriented Si. For He ions, the reduced 

thickness m = 1.0 of Au corresponds to 440R. The upper 

solid and dashe d lines correspond to minimum yields c a l

culated from Meyer distribution s for He and H ions, 

respectively. The lower se t of curves corresponds to 

those using Keil et al . distributions at the same energy. 

It is very evident that the experimenta l minimum yield 

values follow those calculated from the Meyer distributions 

very closely . 

The minimum yield just beneath the silicon surface 

+ + is explored f urther as a function of He and H beam 

energies. This investigation a llows one to study the 

validity and consistency of the analytical procedure 

util ized over a wide range of energy . Figures 16a and 1 6b 

show the min imum yie ld dependence on energy for different 

gold film thicknesses. The solid curves are obtaine d by 
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Figure 15. Minimum yield x at the Si surface for 0.4 
0 

MeV H+ (a ) ~nd 0. 4 MeV He+ (6) incident along 

<111 > axis o f Si covered with various m value s 

(the r edu ced go ld thickness). rhe solid and 

dashed lines are calculated by using step-function 

approximation and the Meyer (upper ) and Keil et al. 

(lower ) treatme nt of plural scattering . 
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Figure 16. Minimum yie ld x
0 

at the silicon surface a s a 

+ + function of (a) He energy and (b) H energy 

incident along the <111> axis of Si covered with 

diffe r en t thicknesses of Au. The line s are cal

cula t ed by u s i ng Meyer distribut ion and step

functi on approx i mation. 
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application of the step-function approximation to the 

scattering distribution in the Meyer theory. The de

creases of the minimum yield with increasing energy c a n 

be explaine d on the basis of particle-scattering dis

tribution in the film and the channeling me chanism (i.e. 

critical angle 

critica l angle 

~ 1 ). As the beam e n ergy increases, the 
"2 

( 2 6) -k 
~ 1 decreases as E 2 (s ee Eqs. 5 and 

"2 

6). But in this case the angular width o f the scattering 

f 'l b . 1 ' h' (1?) pro 1 e ea r s an inverse re ations ip with energy 

i.e., the scattered-particle distribution becomes narrower 

as the energy increases . This r esults in a decrease in 

minimum-yie l d v a lue x with e nergy. 
0 

The experimental 

minimum-yi e ld values (x ) are in accord with the the oo 

r et ical pred iction except for the thinnest gold films 

thickness . For 13 □R Au films the experimental values for 

He + are slightly above the the oretica l curve and b e low the 

theore tical curve for H+. In any case , the difference 

between the ory and exp e rime nt is within 5%. 

+ Using 1.8 MeV He , we have also investiga ted the 

minimum yield d epe ndence on a luminum ::='ilm tl1ickne.ss . 

Shown in Fig. 17 are the experimental and calculated 

minimum yie ld value s for <1 1 0> and <11 1 > orientations 

versus Al thickness . The calculations utilize Meyer and 

Keil et al. angular distributions and the step-func tion 

approximation. The solid lines r e present the values cal-

culated from Me y e r and the dashe d lines the values from 
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Figure 17. + Minimum yield x
0 

for 1.8 MeV He impinging 

along the <110 > ( ) and <111 > (□) axes of Si 

crystals covered with different thickness of Al. 

The solid lines r e present the values calculated 

from Meyer and the dashed lines , the values from 

Keil et al. 
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Keil et al. In this case, the difference in the two cal-

culations is not great. This is a consequence of the large 

number of scattering centers (m > 10) in which the effect 

of the differences in the potential is not felt. Hence 

the two treatments yield nearly the same result. It is 

interesting to note that the difference in the calculated 

values of the minimum yield between <110 > and <111> 

orientat ions is much great er than the difference betwee n 

minimum yield values predicted by the two treatments . 

The measured values agree within 10 % with the ory for both 

crystal orientation s and for film thicknesses greater 

than 1000~ . 

2. Azimuthally-Aver~ged Angular Yield Profile 

It is interesting to test the sensitivity of the 

calculated minimum yield values on the adopted dechannel

ing crite ria. Our invest igation of minimum y i eld v a lues 

r evea ls tha t the Meyer treatment of p lural scattering i s 

more appropriate than Keil's to describe the inte raction 

of incoming beam with the metal film. A comparison is 

the n made in this section between experimenta l minimum

yield values with those calculated by applying different 

dec hanne ling criteria namely (i) the step-function approxi

mation, (ii) the axial angular-yield profile obtained by 

tilt only, and (iii) the azimuthally averaged angular

yie ld profj_le. These three crite ria are illustrated in 
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the lower part of Fig. 11. 

Figure 18 shows both expe rimental and calculate d 

minimum yie ld v a lue s for <110 >- and <111>-oriente d Si at 

1.8 MeV He+ and 0.4 MeV H+ r espectively. The experime ntal 

values for Au films are shown as solid and ope n triangle s 

and for Al films as (x). The minimum yield value s ob-

tained by convolution of the diff e r ential distributions 

of He and H ions in the Au film and the a ngular yield p ro-

+ fil es obta ined b y tilt only for 1.8 MeV He and 0. 4 MeV 

H+ on uncovered Si are shown in solid curve s. For He ions , 

the c a l c ulated minimum yie ld values are about 5% higher 

tha n the exper imenta l v a lues for low an d high m values . 

Howeve r, for intermediate m values , the minimum yie ld 

value s l ie about 10 % hj_gher than the exper ime n ta l ones . 

In the case of 0.4 MeV H+ the calculated yie l d values are 

highe r t han the experimental va lues by about 7% f o r the 

entire r a nge of gold thicknesses. 

On the o ther hand, when the az imu t hally a v e raged 

angul a r-yie ld profile (shown in the dotted line in lower 

part of Fig . 11) is c onvoluted with the calculated dif

f erentia l-scat ter ing distribution of He ions, the resulting 

minimum-yie ld va lues (shown by the dotted curves in Fig . 

18) agree fairly we ll with the experimental d a t a foi the 

entire film thick ness . Thi s suggests that the most accurate 

angular yield profile to u se in convolution procedure i s 

the curve obtained by tilting a nd rotation. The curve 
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Minimum yield x at the Si s urface for 0.4 
0 

MeV H+ and 1.8 MeV He+ incident, respectively, 

along the <111 > (6 ) and <110> ( A) axes of Si 

covered with different thicknesses of Au. The 

lines show the calculated values using the Meye r 

distribution and (i) the step-function approxi

mation (dashed line), (ii) the normal axial 

angular-yield profile (solid line), and (iii) 

the azimuthally averaged angular-yie ld profile 

(dotte d line). Show~ in the insert is the 

+ minimum yie ld x at the Si surface for 1.8 MeV He 
0 

incident along the <111 > axis (x ) of Si covered 

with different thicknesses of Al . The curves 

carry the same meaning as in the case of Au above . 
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obtained in this fashion includes the effect of planar 

cha nnels and h e nce gives a more represe ntative average 

norma lized yield. 

For compari son, also shown in t he da s h ed curves 

in Fig. 18 are the minimum yield values obtaine d by apply

ing the step-function a p proximation to Meyer's the ory of 

plura l scatte ring. These minimum-yield va lues are i n good 

agreement with exper i ment for nearly all m values for both 

He a nd H ions. In fa c t , these values nearly coincide wi th 

those obtained by convolution u sing a n azimuthally-averaged 

an gular-yield profile for gold thicknesses up to about 

70 0~ . However , there is a systematic diffe rence of about 

3 % for thicker films . 

The inser t in Fig. l g shows a c omparison of exper i 

mental Al minimum yield values with t hose obta i ned by 

applying the Me yer treatment of plura l scattering and 

normalized yield curves determine d from (a ) the step

fun c tion approximation, (b) the ax i a l angular - yie ld pro

fil e obtained by ti l t only, a nd (c) the azimuthalJ.y aver -

aged angular yie l d profi l e . The ca l cu l a ted minimum yield 

values from t he azimutha lly - averaged p rofile are in 

c e llen t agreement with exper ime ntal values. Also, in the 

fir st orde r approximation, there i s adequate agreement 

with calcu l a tions based on step-function approximation . 
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B. Planar-Angular Yield Profiles 

Another method of investigating the influence of 

amorphous layers ls provided by measurements of the yield 

at the Si surface as a function of orientation between 

beam and crystal target. Such curves of the angular yield 

profiles are shown f or uncovered Si and for Si covered 

with 2130R Al in Fig . 6 (axial scan across the <110>) and 

Fig. 7 (planar scan across the {11 0}). The planar minimum 

yield for uncovered Si is larger than in the axial case 

due to the surface transmission factor. Even for the 

most favorabl e c ase , the Ul0} , the planar minimum yield 

is~ 0.22 for 1.8 MeV He ions yet it is only~ 0.03 for 

<110 > . For covered Si, the full-width of the angular 

yield profile is broader than for uncovered samples. 

The experimental planar minimum yield values and 

planar angular yield profiles on covered Si crystal have 

been compa r ed with the pred ictions of plural scattering. 

The plana r c ase has b een investigated in more detail ex

perimentally because the comparison with theory requires 

calculations which are more straightforward than those 

r e quired in the axial case. Shown in Fig . 19 is a series 

of ' {110} planar angular normali zed yield profiles for 

1.8 Me V He + on Si, both uncovered and covered with dif

ferent thicknesses of Al laye rs. The planar minimum yield 

increases with increasing film thicknesses, the shoulde rs 
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Figure 19. · Ul0} planar-angular-normalized-yield profiles 

for 1.8 MeV He+ on uncovered and covere d silicon 

crystals with different thicknesses of Al films. 

The yields_ were measured at depths about 0.1 µm 

below the surface and normaliz e d to 2500 counts . 
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disappear and the full-width increases. These yield pro

files were measured at depths about 0.1 µm below the sur

face of the crystal. 

To compare these e xperimental angular-yield pro

files with plural sca ttering calculations, it i s necessary 

to determine the number of particles sca ttere d through a n 

angle 0 with respect to the plane , i.e., the projection p 

of the angle 0 on a s ur face both normal to the plane and 

paralle l to the beam d irection (see Eq. 2 and Fig . 2 in 

Se ction I. B). The yie ld Y (0 ') at any angle 0 ' of in 
c 

cide nce on covered Si i s obtained by convo lution of the 

e xperime ntal planar scan on uncovered Si, taken as a prob-

ability function P( 0 ) with the projected- planar-distrip 

bution function f (0 ) displaced through the same angle 0 ', p p 

i. e ., f (0 - 0 '). The yield is calculated from: 
p p 

y ( 0 I ) 
C 

00 

0 

P( O )f ( 0 - 0 ') d0 p p p p 
( 2 5 ) 

Figure 20 shows the calculated and experimenta l planar 

angular yield profiles for 1.8 MeV He+ impinging along 

{110} plane o f Si crysta l covered wi th 2560R of Al . The 

calculated profile u sing Meyer treatment of plural scat

tering is in satisfactory agreemen t with the experimental 

one . 
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Figure 20. Experime nta l and calc ulated normalized yield 

as a function of rotationa l angle for 1.8 MeV He + 

imping ing a long the UlO } plane of Si crysta l 

covere d with 25 6 0R of Al. 
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C. Dechanneling 

The calculated axial minimum yield v alu es discussed 

in the previous two sections gave information on the number 

of particles scattered beyond ~1 and t he calculated planar
~ 

angular-yield profile utiliz ed the entire scattering dis

tribution. Another method of investigating the scattering 

distribution for angles less than ~1 is provided by the in-
~ 

crease in minimum yield as a function of depth (de channel 

ing). We have calculate d the dechanneling dependence on 

d epth in two differe nt ways : (a ) utilization of dechannel

ing c alculations based on the increase in transver se energy 

with depth, and (b) utilization of particle angle distri

bution in amorphous layer and the experimental angular yield 

profiles on uncovered crystal as a function of d epth . 

1. Transverse Energy 

The incident angle 0 of a particle traversing a 

film is related to its initial transverse energy E~ in side 

the crystal , neglecting the deflection produced by th2 

atomic row potential , by the relation~= E0 2
, where E 

is the p a rticle energy . 

The transverse energy of a channeled particle is 

not conserved along its path inside the channel. It in-

crease s because of the scattering by target atoms and 

electrons of the crysta l. ( 26 ) Transitions of particles 
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from the aligned to the random component of the beam are 

then possible as soon as the transverse energy reaches a 

. . 1 1 2 critic a va ue EijJ 1 • 
'2 

As a consequence, an increase in the 

measured aligne d yi e ld with depth is obse rved . Foti 

et al. (38 ) have calculated the depth at which a particle 

of given initial transverse-ene rgy r eaches the critical 

value . 

We have use d the ir ana lytica l procedure to calcu

late t he d epth at which a 1.8 Me V He ion with a given trans 

verse e nergy will be d e cha nnele d. This is shown as the 

lower so lid curve in Fig. 21. This gives the d epth a t 

which a partic l e is d echanne l e d as a f unction of incide nt 

' angle f o r the <111 > direct ion in Si a t room t emperatur e . 

Knowledge of the initial transverse - energy distri

bution allows ca lculat ion of the ~echanne led f raction as 

a function o f depth. 

integral distribution 

The uppe r curve in Fig. 21 is the 
(X) 

(the numb e r F( 0 ) = J f( 0)2 n0 d0, 
e 

where F( ijJ½ ) = x
0
), obta ined from Meyer treatment of plura l 

scatter ing form= 0.6 (264~ of Au). This give s the 

fracti on of pcir ticl e s scattered beyond a g i ven angle 6 . 

The two curves in Fig . 21 are u sed to determine 

the yi e ld at a ny d epth in the crystal. For instance, to 

d e termine t he yield at a depth of 0.8 µ, one u ses the 

lowe r curve to determine the maximum incide nt a ngle (tran

sverse e n e rgy ) for a parti c l e to chann e l to a depth of 

0.8 mi c r o n before d e cha nn e ling. Usina this ang l e one 
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Figure 21. Upper: Integral distribution using the Meyer 

+ treatment vs scattering angle for 1.8 MeV He 

after traversing a reduced thickness m = 0.6 

(264R of Au). 

Lower: The depth at which a particle with an 

incident angle e to the <111> direction reaches 
' 
the critical angle ~1 for dechanneling . 

. ~ 
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reads up to the integral distribution curve to find the 

dechanneled fraction, in this case x = 0.5 4. The minimum 

yield x at the surface is given by reading up from ~1 to 
0 ~ 

the interse ction with the integral distribution curve, 

and this gives x = 0.42. 
0 

The results obtaine d with this proce dure are shown 

in Fig. 22 for 1. 8 MeV He+ incide nt on <111 > Si covered 

with 260R o f Au and 3090R of Al. For the Al case , the 

calculated dechanneled fraction agrees well with experi-

menta l data. The results with Au indicate ~ome d e parture 

at greater d e pths in the crystal between exper ime ntal and 

calculated curves . 

2. Angular-Yield Profile 

Another procedure of computing the dechanneled 

fraction in covered Si single crystal utilizes both the 

expe rimental angular-yie ld profiles obtained at different 

depth s inside the crys t a l a nd the calcula t ed diffe renti a l 

sca tter ing distribution 2TT 8f( 8 ). The angular-yield pro-

fil es shown in the lowe r part of Fig. 23 are treated as 

the exper i menta l probability that a particle enter ing the 

crystal with a n angle 8 is d e channeled a t a certain depth. 

Include d in these curve s are the transmission f ac tor, the 

scattering in the chann e l and the d echann e ling condition. 

The d e chann e l e d fraction for a covered crystal a t a given 

depth is obtained by convolution of the initial s c atter-
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Figure 22. Experimental and calculated-dechanneled frac

tion x vs depth for 1.8 MeV He+ impinging along 

the. <111> direction of Si covered with (a) 260R 

of Au (~); and (b) 3090R of Al (□). The de

channeled fraction is calculated according to 

Meyer treatment of plural scattering. 
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Figure 23. Lower: Normalized yield vs tilt angle ob-

+ t ained at three different depths for 1. 8 MeV He 

incident on uncovered Si. 

Upper: + Ene rgy spectra for 1.8 MeV He back-

scattered from uncovered silicon crysta l tilted 

at various angles with r espect to the aligned 

direction (this is a lso shown in Fig . 5). 
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ing distribution in the amorphous film with the experi

mental angular profile at the given depth . 

In Fig. 24 the dechanneled fractions calculated 

with the above procedure a re compared with experimental 

values for 1.8 MeV He + imp inging along the <110 > direction 

of Si covered with 2130~ of Al and 190R of Au . In both 

cases, the c a lculated increase in the dechanneled fraction 

with d epth agree with experimental results. Again the c al

culated rate of dechanneling for Au films is somewhat 

greater than the measured rate. 

In this latte r procedure the differential distri

tutions are calculated from Meyer ' s treatment of plural 

scatter ing and the yield profiles are the ordinary angular 

scans (not azimuthally-averaged). The experimental and 

the calculated d ata agree quite well for both absolute 

magnitude and rate of dechanneling. This method of utiliz-

ing the angular-yield profiles in determining the minimum

yield values and the dechanneling fractions in covered 

cry stals is more accurate than the step- function approxi-

mation because it t akes into account the transmission 

factor and the scattering in the channe l. Perhaps , an 

even better agreement between exper iment and theory could 

be obtained by utilizing the azimuthally-averaged angular 

yield profiles rathe r than the tilt only axial scans . 
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Figure 24. Dechanneled fraction x vs penetration depth 

+ for 1.8 MeV He impinging along the <110> of Si 

covered with 190~ Au ( A) and 2130~ Al (~ ) layers. 

The full lines represent the dechanne l e d fr action

calculated according to the method of u sing axial 

angular yi e ld profiles - (shown in l ower part of 

Fig. 2 3) . 
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V. SUMMARY 

Channeling-effect measurements have been used in 

investigating the minimum yield, the width of the angular

yieLd profile and the dechanneling dependence on depth 

x(z) at different He+ and H+ energies for various Au and 

Al film thicknesse s d e posited on Si single crysta ls. The s e 

measure me nts indica te tha t the minimum yie ld, the angula r 

yield profile as we ll as the decha nneling rate increase 

with increasing film thickness. From a qualitative sta nd -

point, these results can be understood on the basis o f 

scatte ring e v e nts within the metal films which cause an 

incre a s e in b e am dive rge nce. Howeve r, in order to compare 

these results with the theoretical pre diction, k nowledge 

of the scattering in the film as well as the channeling 

behavior in the Si single crystal is necessary . 

As far as characte rizing the scattering in the 

film is concer n ed , Keil et al. and Me yer tre atme nts o f 

plura l scat t er i ng were i nve s t iga t e d. Minimum y ie ld values 

obtained using both treatments were compare d to the exp e ri -· 

mental values. We found that the experimental points 

followed the trend of both treatments but agreed in ab

solute magnitude more clos ely with Meyer treatment of 

plural scatte ring . 

Subseque nt applications a n d inve stiga tions of the 
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scattering in the film were based on the Meyer treatment 

of plural scattering. The channeling behavior in the Si 

single crystal was obtained by utilizing (a) step-function 

approximation, (b) two axial angular yield profiles and 

(c) the increase in transverse energy with depth. The 

assumption that the minimum yield x at the surface of the 
0 

crystal is d e termined by the number of particles incident 

with an angle greater than the critical angle ~1 (step-
~ 

function approxima tion) was tested. The results indicated 

that this step-function approximation leads to a r easonable 

accurate determination of the axial minimum yield at the 

surface. For the planar case, it was found that surface 

transmission effects do not allow utilization of such a 

simple approximation. In this case, convolution techniques, 

as discussed below, should be applied. 

Anothe r procedure of invest iga ting the channeling 

behavior is through convolution of the particle scattering 

distribution with experimental angular yield profiles on 

uncovered Si. Two different methods of dete rmining such 

yield profiles were utilized . The first method which in-

valves only tilting the sample is experimentally easier to 

carry out but yielded highe r (by about 10%) axial minimum-

yield values tha n the experimental data. These higher 

values are a conseque nce of the fact that the angular

yield profile is obtained by tilting the sample in a 

manner that avoids planar channels. Some small fraction 
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of the particles scattered in the amorphous film will be 

incident on the crystal with directions aligned with 

planar channels. 

The second method of obtaining an angular-yield 

profile involves tilt and rotation and hence provides an 

azimuthal average which includes the effect of planar 

channels. The angular-yield profiles obtained in this 

fashion give a more r epresentative average normalized 

yield. The calculated minimum-yie ld value s obtained from 

these angular - yield functions and Meye r differential

scattering distributions are in good agreement with exper i-· 

mental values for Si covered with Au a nd Al films. 

The azimuthally averaged yield functions are diffi

cul t to obtain experimentally as the procedure r equires 

that the crystallographic axis of the sample b e aligned 

with the axis of rotation o f the goniometer to better 

than one-quarte r of the critical angle . A simple r analy

tical proc e dure is to use the step-function approximation. 

The results are in agreement with experime ntal values to 

within a few p ercent . This suggests that in a first 

order approximation the step-function approximation 

generally is adequate for use in investigation s of d~s

order in crystals by channeling effec t measureme nts. For 

di sorder analysis , we have established universal curves 

from which minimum-yi e ld values can be obtained for 

various disordered d epths. 
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Our technique of evaluating minimum yield and de

channeling was further tested by measuring angular yield 

profiles for planar scans and axial dechanneling rates . 

These measured values were then compared with calculations 

based on Meyer treatment of plural scattering. For planar 

scans the convolution techniques were used to obtain the 

yield as a function of angle of incidence; for Al covered 

samples, the experimenta l and calculated results were in 

agreeme nt. Axial dechanneling rates were calculated on 

the basis of (i) axial angular yield profile, and (ii) a 

procedure based on the increase of transverse energy with 

depth. For Al covered samples the calculated and experi

mental values were in agreement . 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix gives a method of calculating the 

minimum yield from a crystal overlaid with an amorphous 

crystal film by app l ying the step-function approximation 

and the distribution of the scattered particles given by 

Meyer. (l 7 ) Figure 25 shows a plot of the minimum yield 

~ ~ 
Y(0 ) as a function of the reduce d critical angle 0 for 

C C 

v arious reduc e d film thickne sses m (see Eq. A17). The 

r educed critical angle is given by 0 = N¢1 , where Wi is 
C ~ ~ 

the critical angle for channeling and N ~ aTFE/2z 1 z 2e 2 

(Eq. A22) . For example , for J.8 MeV He + incide nt on 440R 

of Au on <110 >-oriented Si, m = 1.0 and N = 41.6. The 

critical angle ~1 = 0.01 rad. and hence 0 = 0.42 rad. 
~ C 

The minimum-yield value s taken from Fig. 23 is Y( 0 = 
C 

0 .42 ) = 0.57. For 1550R of Al , m = 10 and N = 420, the 

minimum yield value s is Y ( 0 = 4.2) = 0.20. The details 
C 

of the c a lculation are give n b e low. 

A classical calcul~tion of differe ntial cross 

section for scattering is valid when: (a) the de Broglie 

wavelength A of the incident particle is negligible com

pared with any significant dimension of the scattering 

center , and when (b) the collision is we ll defined within 

the limitations of the uncertainty principle. <
39 ) 

The differential cross section for scattering from 
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Figure 25. Solid lines represent the normalized inte-

grated differential distributions using the Meye r 

treatment vs r e duced critical angle for variou s 

m value s 

laye rs). 

(the red uce d thickne ss of amorpho us 

Minimum yield x is obtained f r om these 
0 

curve s by the relation x
0 

= Y ( e ) . 
C 
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an arbitrary potential energy function V(r) is calculated 

classically from( 4 0) 

where 

cr(0) = - bdb/sin 0 d0, 

00 

-1 [rf( r )] dr, 

(Al) 

(A2) 

and r is the distance of closest approach of the parti
o 

cles , defined by 

f (r ) = 0 (A 4 ) 
0 

Here bis the impact parameter of/ collision and is defined 

by 

b = z z e 2; r1µv 2 ) · 'l 2 . '2 (AS) 

In thi s expression z1 and z2 are the atomic numbers of the 

incident and targe t atoms respectively. \J is the reduced 

mass of the system and vis the relative velocity of the 

colli sion . All angles 0 are i n center of mass system . 

The calculations of the differe ntial cross section 
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are based on the potential energy function 

V (r) (A6) 

where the screening function ¢ (r/aTF ) is assume d to be the 

Thomas-Fermi function. The screening parameter or radius 

aTF charac t erizes the sc r eening of the nuclear charges 
. 

Ze by the electronic shells , and may b e computed approxi-

mate ly from 

(A 7) 

From the above equations one derives a differen

tial scattering cross section which is a func t ion of the 

sc a t teri ng angle e and reduce d energy 

(AS ) 

Lindhard et al. ( 4l) introduced th is p a r amet e r E and a lso 

sho~ed that the dependence of the cross section 0 ( 8 , E) on 

two v ariab l es e and E could be reduced to a d e pendence o n 
I 

only one quantity by introducing a para me ter 

n = E sin0/2 (A9) 

The r esulting di ffe r entia l cross section is 
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a (n) (AlO) 

and the function f(n) is tabulated in Ref. 17. 

Meyer , using a scattering cross section given in 

(AlO), presents c alculations on small-angle multiple 

scattering of low-energy heavy particles in solid layers . 

He gives the following angular distributions of particle s 

of mass m
1 

scattered in thin layers of mass m2 by(l7 ) 

F (m I e ) f ( e ) - ( ) 2N2/3 f ( ~e ) 1 m, TT aTF . 2 m, 

(All ) 

where 
00 

f 
-mi'i ( z) ~ 

fl (m,0) = e J (8z)z dz 
0 

(A1 2 ) 

0 

00 

f 2 (m, 8 ) 1 

f 
-m6(z) ~ 2 

dz = ~ e J
0

(8z)6 (z)z (Al3) 

0 

and 
00 

Li ( z) 1 I f(y)'{l - J
0

[z(y/2)]} dy = 4 (Al 4 ) 

0 

m is a parameter defined in Eq. (Al 7), J
0 

is the zeroth

order Bessel function of the first kind and f is a scaling 

function given for different potentials in the work of 
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Lindhard , Nielsen and Scharff. (4 l) 

2 2/3 ~ 
The term (aTF) N f 2 (m,8) in Eq. (All) is 

~ 
usually only a small correction to f 1 (m, 8 ) and can be 

omitted . (42 ) So 

F (m, 8 ) dw = 1 E:42 (ml m+2m2) 2 ~ d tu ---- f
1 

(m, 8 ) 
2 TT (A15) 

gives the distribution of particles being scattered into 

~ 
solid angle dw around the reduced scattering angle e . 

~ 
'Iw0 parameters , a reduced angle and thickness e 

and m, are introduced by Meyer and are defined by 

~ 1 e = 2 E [ (ml + m2)/m2Je (Al6) 

and 

2 m = TT (aTF) Nt (Al 7) 

where 8 is the total scattering angle and N and tare the 

atom density and thickness of the target , respectively. 

By substituting Eq. (A16 ) in (J\,15) and noting 

that we are dealing with smal l angle scattering, 

(Al8) 

We now define a function Y(B ) as the integrated nar
c 

malized differential distribution of the particles scat-

~ 
t ered beyond ang le 8 namely, 

C 
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~ 
f 1 (m, 0 )2 TT0 d 0 (A19) 

and Y (o) = 1. 

Application of the step-function approximation to 

the diffe r e ntial distribution of the particles in orde r to 

fin d the minimum yield a ssumes tha t a particle i s in the 

random comp onent of the beam (dechanne l i ng probabi li ty 

equa l to unity ) when its angle with the channe l axis is 

~ 
greater th an 0 , the reduced crit ica l ang le for channe l

c 

ing. From Eq. (A19) we ide ntify minimum yield x for a 
0 

p a rticular reduced film thickness mas 

~ = Y( 0 ) 
C 

De termination of e 

(Al6 ) yields 

(A2 O) 

C 
Subs t i tu ting Eqs . (AS) and (AB ) in 

(A21) 

whe re E = ( mJ )/2) is the e n ergy of incident ions , a nd 

(A22) 
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For crystals over l aid with metal films, the reduced 

critical angle 8 is given by 
C 

~ 
ec = N(E,Zl,Z2) ~½ (A23) 

where ~1 is the usual critical angle for channel ing on 
~ 

uncovered crys tals and N(E,Z 1 ,z 2 ) is a normalizing factor. 

In conclusion , we remark that t he introduction o f 

reduced parameters such as scattering ang l es and energy by 

Meyer in the treatme nt o f plural scattering has u seful 

consequence s. One of them b e ing that the form of the 

scattering di stribution is independent of the energy o f 

t he i nc ident i ons , if measured in reduce d scattering angle. 
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PART II 

LOW-TEMPERATURE MIGRATION OF SILICON 

THROUGH METAL FILMS 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Until recently , a large part of the information on 

metal-semiconductor structures was obtained from studies 

of their electrical properties . ( 43 ) Invest igat ions on 

rectifying properties , barrier heights, Schottky barriers 

and formation of contacts in these metal-semiconductor 

systems have received great attention. In particular, 

studies on the format ion of contacts have been carried on 

u sing t echniques such as (i) the photoelectric method, (2) 

extrapolat ion of the inverse square capacitance of the 

Schottky junction versus voltage plot , and (3) the study 

of the conduction across the contact in the forward as well 

h d
. . (44) 

as t e r e v e rse irec tions. 

However, with the advent of integrated circuit 

t echnology it became nece ssary to study , using as many 

t echniques as possible , some silicon-me tal systems as a 

fir st step towards establishing some criteria for good 

electrical contacts. Conventionally, contacts to Si are 

forme d when a particular metal is deposited on Si and then 

the system he a t treated at a certain temperature. The 

success o f the formation of these electrical contacts 

relies on a detailed study of a number of silicon-met.a l 

systems. 

Our studiPs started with investigations of Si-Au 
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and Si-Ag s ystems a t temperatures wel l be low tho se at which 

any liquid phase ex i sts . Ion bac kscat tering spec trometry 

wa s used as t he ana l ytical tool. When this i nvestigation 

was s tarted about three years ago , v ery little was known 

about these systems at temperatures in the range of 100-

30o0c . We found that silicon migrated through metal films 

t o the front surfa ce of the metal after heat treatme nt at 

s u rprising ly low t emperatu res . ( 45 ) 

The migration of Si through metal layers to the 

surface of the metal l ayers was detected by the formation 

o f a silicon oxide l ayer . We observed in our work that a 

t hick silicon oxide layer could readily be grown on top of 

evaporated gold layer on a silicon substrate by heat treat

ment in an oxidizing ambient. At temperatures well below 

the Si-Au eutectic point (375°c) , Si migrated through the 

gold film and accumulated at its front surface. These 

silicon atoms were the n oxidized and forme d an oxide layer. 

The presence of this layer could even be d e tected from the 

(46,47) c olor of the sample surface . 

In the Si-Ag system , Si migration was observed at 

about 400°c well below the Si-Ag eutectic point (830°c) . 

In this case , Si migration began at higher t emperatures 

t han that in the Si-Au case . ( 45 ) 

A study of the limiting factors in these low

tempe rature processes was made by investigating the effect 

o f the interface and of different ambients . The factors 
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governing the g rowth of the oxide layer which is a by-

product of silicon migra tion were investigated. We 

found that the presence of an oxide l ayer betwee n the Si 

surface and evaporated meta l layer tends to suppress 

significant l y the growth of the oxide l ayer on t op of the 

Au or Ag l ayer . (47 ) 

Recently a number of other silicon-metal systems 

have been studied at low temperatures. These studies have 

c oncentrated on the forma tion of various phases of metal 

silicides . In particular , Pd-Si , Cr-Si, Ti-Si , Mo-Si , 

Hf -Si and V- Si have been well covered . (49 - 54 ) Migration 

of Si and Ge in Al films has also been studied. ( 55 - 57 ) 

The general r esult pe rtinent to these systems is the low

temperature migration o f Si and Ge in metal films. In 

general it has been found t hat the temperature a t which Si 

or Ge is observed to migra te is about one-third the melt 

i ng point (in ° K) of the system. 

In r e trospect , the existence of low temperature 

migration of s emiconductors through thin evaporated meta l 

film s is now an establi shed phenomenon. When we started 

our studies t hree years ago with the Si- Au syste m, the 

results seeme d uni que to this particular system . However , 

it is no longer an isolated entity but applies to a general 

class of semiconductor-metal combina tions . This concept 

has l ed to an unders tanding of a wide range of problems 

such as dis s olution and transportation of Ge through Al 
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and subsequent epitaxial regrowth of Ge. <55 ) 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The silicon substrates used in this work were 

single crystal with . <110> - and. <111>-orientations. These 

wafers which were of both n- and p-type had a resistivity 

of 4-6 ohm-cm. Prior to deposition of metal films, the 

wafers were cleaned in hot nitric a cid and then kept in a 

dilute hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution to avoid surface 

oxidation. The wafers were later rinsed in distilled de

ionized water as a final step just before evaporation. 

The evaporations were made in a system which was evac

uated to about 5 x 10- 7 Torr. The thickness of Au de 

posited ranged from 200 to 4oooR and that of Ag from 200 

to 800~. 
Immediately after evaporation , the adherence of the 

evaporated gold and silver films to the silicon substrate 

was tested using Scotch tape. In some cases the films 

showed bad adherence and these specimens were not used 

for further experiments. It is known that dipping a single 

crystal silicon substrate into either hot nitric acid 

(HN03 ) or boiling water introduces a thin oxide laye r (30-

o 100A) on the substrate. In particular, gold films de-

posited on these slightly oxidized substrates did not 

show any adherence. This suggest s the absence of a signi-

ficant oxide layer on samp les which exhibited good ad-

herence. These samples which showed good adherence weLe 
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kept in a dessicator awaiting heat treatment. 

Heat treatments of the specimens were made in 

quartz tube furnac e unde r several different conditions 

(temperature, treatment time, oxidizing and nonoxidizing 

atmospheres ). The oxidation procedure involved the use of 

three different o xidizing atmospheres (air , dry pure 

oxygen and ~team) all at atmospheric pressure. Steam was 

obtained by boiling d e ionized distilled water. The non 

oxidizing atmosphere was forming gas (a mixture of nitro-

gen and hydrogen ). The appropriate atmosphe re was direc t ed 

into a 25 mm ID quartz tube contained in a three-zone 

furnace. 

ed" 

These heat-treated specimens and also " as evaporat

+ specimens were exposed to 2 MeV He ions to obtain 

backscattering spectra. Backscattering measurements were 

performed using a 2 MV accelerator at the Kellogg Radiation 

Laboratory of Caltech . The apparatus is shown schematic-

ally in Fig . 8 of Part I of this work . A monoenergetic, 

collima t e d beam of helium ions produce d by the acc e lerator 

i mpinges onto samples mounted o n a gonio~e ter in an evac-

u ated scattering cham.be:r-. A few of these helium ions 

scatter back into the solid state surfa ce barrier detector. 

The detector and a p r eamplifier-amplifier system p roduce 

voltage pulses whose amplitudes are proportional to the 

energy of each backscattered particle within field of view 

of the d e tector. These pulses are sorted a ccord ing to 
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amplitude and stored by the multi-channel analyzer to pro

duce a spectrum which displays the number of helium parti

cles in a given channel (energy interval) against the ir 

energy. The energy-to channel-number conversion, typically 

between 2 and 5 keV per channel, was calibrated by scatter

ing from Si, Cu, Ag and Au targets. 
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III. ANALYSIS: PRINCIPLE OF BACKSCATTERING TECHNIQUE 

Energy analysis of backscattered particles pro-

'd (58-61) b · ·1· d' . . h (') . f vi es a i ity to istinguis i atomic masses o 

the elements; (ii) the depth distribution of the atoms 

present in the target, and (iii) the crystalline nature of 

the target. 

A. Mass Determination of Eleme nts in the Targe t 

Whe n a flux of monoe nerge tic helium ions impinges 

upon the target, most of the ions will penetrate a few 

l ayers of the target. A very f ew he lium ions will collide 

with the surface atoms and will be e lastically scatte r e d 

b ack by the Coulomb r epulsion of the atomic nuclei. The 

energy E' of the helium particle after such an elastic 

scattering is s ma ller tha n its initial energy E
0 

(see Fig . 

la) . From the energy E', one c an determine the mass M
2 

of 

the targe t atom. This energy E ' depends on the incide nt 

energy E
0

, mass M1 of the incident particle , mass M2 of 

the target atom and a backscattering angle 0 (which is 

fixed by the detector g e ometry in the laboratory system 

of coordinates ), and is given by 
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Figure 1. Schematic scattering geometry (a) and back-

scattering energy spectra g ene r ated from t argets 

of (b) silicon substrates under the metal films, 

(c) metal films, and (d) metal films overlying 

siJ.icon. 
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where the kinematic recoil factor K2 is given by Eq . 12 

(Part I ). For 8 = 170°, the values of K2 for helium in-

cident on Si, Ag and Au is 0.556, ·0.863 and 0.925 res-

pectively, (Ml= 4, Msi = 28, MAg = 108 and MAU= 197). 

B. Depth Distribution of Atoms 

In addition to elastic recoil at large angles from 

coll isions with the atoms on the surface of t he substrate, 

the i n cident helium particle suffers numerous small-angle 

deflections as it penetrates the target. The measured 

energy of He+ particles backscattered at a depth t below 

the surface is lower than that from atoms on the target 

surface . This is due to the energy loss of the particle 

in penetrating the target to depth t and in exiting . The 

energy l oss p e r unit di s tance traversed in the crystal is 

calculated from the d a ta on stopping power . Then it is 

possible to convert backscattering spectra from energy to 

depth scales to obtain the depth distribution of atoms. 

To illustrate the above mentioned featu res , a 

schema tic representation of backscattering spectra of 

two silicon wafers covered with e i ther aluminum or gold 

films with the same thickness i are shown in Fig . 1. Parti

cles are scattered from atoms of Al or Au on surface with 

2 energy E (o) = K E
0

, while the particles scattered from 

atoms at depth t below the surface have energy E(t) = 

K2 E - t[S] . . Here [SJ is the backscattering energy-loss 
0 
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parameter which relates energy to the depth scale and is 

given by Eq. 13 of Part I of this thesis. Representative 

values for [s] at 2.0 MeV He+ for Al, Ag and Au -are 46.2, 

104.5 and 134.0 ev/R respectively. 

Shown in Fig. lb are the leading edges of spectra 

from uncovered silicon (dashed line), Si covered with Al 

(solid lines) and Si covered with Au (dotted line). The 

covered spe ctra appear at lower energies from that of un

covered silicon. In particular, the larger shift of the 

spectrum of Si covered with Au comes from the large stop

ping power of Au, and hence larger energy loss o f He+ 

particles in trave rsing the gold film. Figure le shows 

spectra from self-supporting films of Al and Au. The Au 

spectrum appears at high energy because of its l arger 

kinematic recoil factor (K 2 ). The superposition of Fig. 

lb with le gives the actual spectra ld of the specimens : 

solid line for Si-Al and dotted line for Si-Au. In con

trast with Si-Au case whose resultant spectrum is simple, 

the spectrum of Si-Al is characteri zed by a sharp peak 

which is due to particles scattered by Si and Al in the 

interface. A similar case of overlapping spectra will be 

discussed later for the Si-Au-Ag system . 

The investigation of stoichiometry as well as 

the uniformity of thin films can also be accomplished 

using the backscattering technique. Figure 2a shows 

schemat ically the energy distribution of 2 MeV He ions 
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Figure 2. 4 Schematic spe ctra for 2 MeV He ions scatter-

ing from (a) Si substrate covered with a uniform 

layer of evaporated Au, (b) a similar sample like 

(a) with a uniform layer of 1000~ thick Sio2 , and 

(c) a sample with a nonuni form l ayer of Sio2 . 

In these spectra the yield from the Au layer is 

reduced by a factor of 10. The shading in the 

sample conf igurations corresponds to the shading 

in the backscattering spectra. 
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backscattered from a silicon substrate covered with 1000R 

Au film. The energy position of the Au leading edge is 

determined by the atomic mass of the Au atoms (scattering 

kinetics) and the slope of the leading edge by the energy 

resolution (~ 15 keV) of the detector-amplifier system. 

For Au films in the thickness range used in this work 

(400-3000R), the full-width at half-maximum of the Au 

signal is linearly related to the thickness of the Au film. 

Particles scattered from the underlying silicon substrate 

must traverse the Au film and hence the Si spectrum is 

displaced to lower energy than that of an uncovered Si 

sample, (the Si edge is denoted by a broken line). 

The area under each of the spectra in Fig. 2 is 

proportional to the total number of corresponding atoms 

per unit area. From knowledge of the scattering cross 

section and stopping power of the target atom, the con

version of scattering yield to atomic concentration is 

obtained. 

The height HAu of the gold signal given in counts 

per . channel is determined by the number of scattering 

events in an incremental gold thickness ~t. (62 ) The 

thickness is related to the width of one energy channel 

oE of the multi-channel analyzer by 

( 4) 
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Here oE is fixed by the gain of the electronic s ystem and 

is typically 2 to 5 keV . So the height HAu of the gold 

signal is given by 

Putting Eqs . 4 in 5 yie lds 

where Q is the integrate d + charge of incoming He , on i s 

the solid angle subtended by the detector , (do/dn )Au is 

the scatte ring differential cross section of gold and 

NAu the atomic (Au ) concentration per unit volume . 

Using Eq. 6 we calculate the number of counts per 

+ . 
channe l for 2.0 Me V He scattering from a layer of Au at 

0 = 170°. Here a typica l inte grate d charge Q corresponds 

to 3.75 x 1013 particles (6 µC or 10 nA for 10 min) and 

the solid angle on is 2.5 msterad (25 mm2 
detector at 10 

cm distant). The energy oE of one channel width is t aken 

as 

is 

3.0 k e V. Th e gold backscattering loss parameter [ s]Au 

134.0 ev;R, and gold bulk dens ity N = 5.9 x 10 22 
Au 

3 atoms/cm . The differential cross section (do/dn)Au is 

Substituting these values into Eq. 

6 gives a height of 
. 4 

gold HAu of 10 counts per channe l. 

Spectra Fig . 2b for Si-Au samples covered with a 
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thin uniform layer of Sio2 exhibit more detail. The con

tributions from both Au and Si substrates are displaced 

to lower energies by amounts proportional to the thickness 

of the sio
2 

layer. The contribution to the spectrum from 

the silicon and oxygen in Sio
2 

has two components, the 

leading edges of which are determined by scattering kine

tics (the oxygen signal appears at lower energy because of 

its lower mass) . The heights of the Si (in Sio
2

) signal is 

lower than that from uncovered Si because of the smaller 

number of Si atoms p e r unit energy loss in the oxide as 

compared to those in the Si substrate. The composition of 

the oxide layer is found from the ratio of the integrated 

areas of the oxygen and silicon signals corrected by the 

ratio of the scattering cross sections of the two elements 

[(d0/d~)s./(d0/d~) ] i.e. 
l 0 

A 1(d0 ) 
Si ds-2 Si 

-- A / (da) 
o d ~ 

0 

( 8) 

Alternatively the number of silicon atoms/cm~ in 

the oxide layer can be determined from comparison of the 

integrated silicon signal ASi to the height of the Au 

signal HAu (a similar procedure is used in analysis(?) of 

2 the number p e r _cm of dopant ions implante d in silicon). 
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The total area Asi in counts under the Si in Sio2 is 

given by 

( 9) 

where (Nt)Si is the number of silicon atorns/cm2
• From 

Eqs. 6 and 9 we have 

(Nt)Si = 
(~~)A ( s~ ) U N U6 

~ Au [s]Au 
\ dIT/si 

(10) 

Using Eq. 10 we calculate the number of silicon 

2 
atoms/cm. The total area ASi in counts under the Si in 

Sio2 is taken as 800 and the differential cross section 

(d0/dQ)Si = . 25 x 10-~4 crn
2
/Sr for 2.0 MeV He+ (scattering 

angle of 170°). From Eq. 7, HAu = 10 4 
counts per channe l. 

The gold concentration NAu' the energy loss parameter 

[S] Au and energy per channel oE , all retain their previous 

val~es presented in a discussion leading to Eq . 7. Hence 

(Nt) Si 
800 (~ ~) Au 

- 10 4 ( d o)
d Q Si 

3.1 x 10 16 atoms/cm2 

(11) 
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This is equivalent to an Sio2 thickness of about lOOOR. 

In film analysis experiments, the spectra rep

resent averages of the film composition over the width 

of the analysis beam spot, typically 1-2 1~~. If film non-

uniformities in thickness or composition occur over these 

dimensions, the resultant spectrum can exhibit leading and 

trailing edges with slopes greater than those normally 

encountered; i.e. greater than the energy resolution of 

the system~ (15 keV) or the energy spread due to strag

gling effects . (63 ) Figure 2c shows schematically the in

fluence of a nonuni f orm o x ide- l ~yer thickness. The high

energy (leading ) edges of the Au- and Si-substrate signals 

both reflect the thickness variation in the oxide layer 

as does the slope of the Au trailing edge. 

Because the oxide layer is outermost, the leading edges 

of the Si (oxide) and oxygen signals are sharp while the 

trailing edges are indicative of the nonuniformity of the 

oxide layer. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Low-Temperature Migration 

Figure 3 shows backscattering spectra obtained with 

2 MeV He+ on films of gold (upper part of figure) and 

silver (lowe r part of f i gure) deposited on freshly pre

pared <110 > surfa c es of silicon. The spectrum of the 

silicon substrate in these untreated (as evaporated) 

samples is shifted below the silicon edge at 1.14 MeV by 

the energy lost in the overlaying metal films. An annea l 

of the system for 10 min in air induces silicon migration 

through the film to the metal surface in both the gold and 

the silver films. This migrat ion, however, begins at a 

lowe r temperature for gold than for silver, and is already 

well developed at 200°c for gold and at 4o o0 c for silver. 

The low-temperature migration of silicon through 

evaporated metal layer s is not an isolated phenomenon but 

rather seems to be a property shared by a class of metals. 

In this conne ction, it is noteworthy that silver and gold 

both form a eutectic with silicon , and that the eutectic 

point of Si-Ag (830°c) is also higher than that of Si-Au 

(375°c). ( 64 ) 

Another difference between the se two cases lies 

in the distribution of silicon both in the bulk and at 

the surface of the metal film after anneal. In the Si-Au 
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Figure 3. Energy spectra obtained with 2 MeV 4He ions back

scattered from a randomly positioned silicon single 

crystal covered with a thin layer of gold (900R) 

(upper part) or silver (BOOR) (lower part). The 

shift of the silicon signal in the ''as evaporated" 

spectra (x ) is due to the overlying metal film. 

After an anneal of 10 min in air (o), silicon 

migrated through the film to the metal surfaces. 

The signal of the oxygen in the layer is located 

at 0.47 MeV and is not shown in this figure. 
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system, the distribution is mostly confine d to the metal 

surface as indicated in the figure by the peak located at 

the silicon edge of the spectrum. These silicon atoms form 

a closed Sio2-like l ayer and cause a slight shift of the 

whole spectrum towards lower energy. Much less silicon 

accumulates on the gold surface when the ambient contains 

only little oxyge n during the anneal. ( 4 B) On the other 

hand, the Si-Ag system does not show Sio2 formation on 

the silver surface. No peak develops at the silicon edge 

and the silver spectrum does not shift. The distribution 

of Si in the Si-Ag system seems to be in the bulk of the 

metal film. 

To clarify the process of low-temperature migration 

and the above ment ioned differences between Si-Au and Si-Ag 

syste ms, it is i.mportant to establish whether this mi

gration is limited by the silicon dislodgement at the 

silicon-metal interface or the silicon transport through 

the me tal laye r . 

B. Impcr~ance of Silicon-Metal Inte~fuce 

Samples were prepared with successively evaporated 

films of both gold (SOOR) and silver (550R) overlaid . on 

silicon in both sequences . The results of backscattering 

an~lyses of such samples b e fore and after anneal at 200 

and 350° c in air for 20 min are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 , 

respectively . When the gold lies unde r.the silve r, the 
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Figure 4 . Energy spectra obtained with 1.5 MeV 4He ions 

backscattered from a randomly positioned silicon 

single crystal covered with thin layers of gold 

(SOOR) and silver (550R) evaporated in succession 

on' {110} surface. Top: Spectrum after evaporation; 

0 Bottom: Spectrum after 20 min anneal at 200 C 

in air; Right: decomposition (or unfolding) of 

the gold and silver signals in step spectra whe re 

dashed lines represent the original spectra before 

anneal. 
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Figure 5. Energy spectra obtaine d with 2 MeV 4He ions 

backscattered from a randomly position silicon 

single crystal covered with thin layers of silver 

(SSOR) and gold (SOOR) evaporated in succession 

on ' {110} surface. Top: Spectrum after evaporation ; 

Bottom: spectrum after 20 min anneal at 350°c in 

air: Right: decomposition (or unfolding) of the 

gold and silver signals in step spectra where 

dashed lines represent the original spectra before 

anneal. 
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two signals overlap (Fig. 4) because the energy losses of 

th~ helium particles in the ove rlaying silver film shift 

the gold signal to lower energies. The combined silver

gold spectrum has been unfolded (or decomposed ) by assum

ing simple step spectra for the individual components, 

and by using known values of energy loss (dE/dx ) for gold 

and silver. ( 34 ) Similar decompositions (or unfoldings) 

are performed also for the spectra after anneal by assum

ing additionally that the thickness of every film and the 

total mass of each metal is conserved.* The results are 

shown to the right of each spectrum in Figs. 4 and 5. 

When the gold fi lm is covered with silver and the 

s ystem annealed at 200°c for 20 min. in air ( lower part 

of Fig. 4 ), there is an accumulation of silicon on the 

silver surface. On the contrary , no trace of silicon is 

observed at the surface in ·the reverse case when the silver 

film is covered with gold (Fig. 5), and annealed at 350°c 

in air for 20 min. This is in general agreement with the 

results obtained in the Si-Ag system (Fig. 1) in which the 

surface silicon does not appear even after annealing up 

to ·300°c. 

* 

It seems very possible that the interaction of 

The mixing of the gold and silver films also changes 
·(dE/ dx ) in each film. For ~ixtures of 10 at. % or l ess 
these changes are small and have been n eg lected. Of 
course , metal mas s is not conserve d at higher tempera
tures where significant indiffusion of metal into silicon 
occurs. 
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Si and Ag at the Si-Ag interface plays a major role in 

these low-temperature migration studies. 

This statement is somewhat weakened by the fact 

that silve r and gold are already slightly mixe d after both 

anneals of Figs. 4 and 5. If that mixing were suffi

ciently inhomoge neous to provide gold-rich paths of high 

permeability , the presence of surface silicon in Si-Au-Ag 

system (Fig . 4) could possibly be explained without assum

ing an actual migration of silicon throug h silver. But 

the same paths should the n occur in the inverse arrange-

ment of Si-Ag-Au system (Fig. 5 ). However, no surface 

silicon is observed in this system. This again would 

point to the role played by the (now slightly gold-con

tainin g ) Si-Ag interface in limiting the Si migration to 

the surface of the system. 

The significance of the silicon-metal interface is 

further stressed by the following two obse rvat ion s . A 

normally prepared silicon wafer is lightly oxidized in 

hot nitric acid before the vacuum evaporation of a gold 

film. Samples thus prepared exhibit no silicon migration 

through the gold film at anneal temperatures as high as 

300°c and durations as long as one hour. A very thin 

oxide layer at the Si-Au interface thus suffices to sup

press silicon migration. 

The second observation is that in subsequent 

studies of silicide formation in silicon-meta l systems 
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(i.e. Si-Pt, Si-Pd and Si-Cr), the presence of an oxide 

layer at the interface could r e tard or even suppress the 

formation of the silicide phase . ( 46 ,SO) 

The state of silicon substrate surface strongly 

influe nces the results in these low-tempe rature migra tion 

studies . It i s very like ly tha t silicon surfaces sub-

j ected to different cleaning methods would y i e ld varying 

r esults. Although the surface of silicon is a l ways covered 

with an o x ide l ayer , i t is very important to develop a 

consistent procedure for cleaning the surface before these 

low- t empe rature studies a r e made . 

C. Growth of Oxide Layer on <110>-Si 

The migration of silicon atoms through meta l 

layers with s ubsequent f o rmation of oxide was investigated 

as a function of annea l temperature , anneal time , ambient 

and s ubstrate ori e ntation. 

Fig ure 6 shows b a ckscattering spectr u (2 MeV He+ 

b eam ) from thre~ diffe rent samp l es obtaine d from Au- eva

porated on <110 > silicon wafer after (i) t wo-week storage 

in room ambient , (ii) 20 min anneal at 1 50°c in air, and 

(iii) 20 min anneal at 200°c in ai r. The dotted curve is 

the yie l d obta ined from a Si wafer without a gold l ayer . 

After heat treatment there is an accumulution of both Si 

and oxygen on the surface of Si-Au system . The position 

of the l eading edges of the Si and oxygen and the ene rgy 
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Figure 6. Backscattering spectra (2 MeV 4He ions) from 

samples obtained from a 900R Au film on <110 > 

Si after (@) two-we ek storage in room ambient, 

(o) 20 min anneal at 1so0 c in air, and (x) 20 min 

o · 
anneal at 200 C in air. Energies corresponding to 

scatte ring from surface atoms of O, Si and Au are 

indicated by arrows . The dotte d line indicates 

the yield from an uncovered Si sample . The yield 

from the Au layer is reduced by a factor of 10. 
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shifts of the Au- and Si-substrate signals show that the 

silicon-ox ide layer is formed on top of the Au. The areas 

under the silicon and oxygen signals correspond within 

statistics to a composition of Sio2 (see Eqs. 8 and 10). 

0 For the sample heated at 200 C, the slopes of the Au lead-

ing edge and Si (oxide layer) trailing edge indicate that 

the o x ide-layer thicknes s is nonuniform. This nonuniform

ity is more evident for thicker films and for films grown 

in steam ambient. 

Shown in Fig. 7 are the Si and oxygen contributions 

for a <110 > silicon sample with a 2l □ OR Au layer after 

initia l Au deposition and after heat treatment for 10 and 

60 min at 200°c in air. The .increased width o f the sur

fac e oxide l ayer is responsible for the broadening of the 

Si and oxygen peaks. The ratio of the Si to the oxygen 

signals indicate a composition of Sio2 , (see Eq. 8) and 

the areas of the silicon peaks correspond to an average 

oxide -layer thickness of 360 and 1000~ for 10 and 60 min 

treatments , respectively. However, the slopes of the 

trailing edge of the Si (oxide layer) and leading edge 

of the contribution of the Si substrate indicate film non

uniformity for the sample annealed for 60 min. 

The plateau in background yield centere d around 

1.0 MeV is primarily due to background counts extending 

from the Au peak down to low energies. Its height, al

though less than 1 % of the height of the Au peak , is 
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Figure 7. Silicon and oxygen spe ctra for 2 MeV 4He ions 

backsca ttere d from a <110 > oriente d Si sample 

covere d with 2100R of Au (x) and heate d at 200°c 

in air for 10 min (o) and 60 min (~ ). 
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sufficient to mask any contribution from Si dissolved in 

the Au at concentrations of 5 at. % or less. 

The transport of silicon through an evaporated Au 

layer can be demonstrated by use of silicon on sapphire 

samples . A 2000R Au film was evaporated over part of a 

2000R Si film epitaxially deposited on a sapphire sub-

strate. The sample was then heated at 200°c in air f or 

16 hand dipped in HF to remove the oxide layer over the 

Au. The sample s were then exposed to KI+ r 2 solution to 

remove both free Au and any Au-Si mixture . Backscatter

ing spectra indicated that the Si was completely removed 

from the originally Au-covered portion. But there was no 

remova l o f Si from the portion originally uncovered with 

Au. This shows that in the originally Au-covered portion, 

Si moved into the Au film on heat treatment . 

D. Effect of Ambient and Substrate Orientation 

When silicon wafers covered with different thick

nesses o f gold layers were heated in a stream o f forming 

gas (a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen ) at temperatures 

as high as 200 and 300°c, no significant oxide layer was 

detected . In fact, backscattering spectra showed no 

appreciable change in the silicon and gold signals from 

as-evaporated s amples. 

A gold layer 2100R thick was evaporated onto 

several <110 >-oriented silicon wafers and then heat 
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treated in air, pure o2- gas and steam. As seen from Fig. 

8, if the heat treatment is done in steam (of 1 atrn. 

0 pressure ) even at 100 C the growth of the oxide layer 

exceeds that for pure o2-gas (1 atm. pressure) treatments 

at tempe ratures as hig h as 300°c. The oxide growth kinet

ics in air lie b etween both case s. The se statements are 

of a qualitative nature because the nonuniformity of the 

oxide l ayer , espec i a lly fo r the steam case or for long 

heat-treatment times ,does not al low strong quant itative 

comparison s . At these low temperatures (100-300°c) the 

presence of H2 0 mol e cules leads to more rapid oxide growth 

than that for oxygen mole cules. This is in agreement with 

the ambi e nt effects for Sio2 obtained in high-temperature 

o . (65 66) (abo ve 600 C) experiments . ' The growth rate in 

air suggests tha t the moisture in the air is playing the 

dominant role in the oxidation process . Thi s implies that 

the ox ide-growth rate i s smaller in air than i n steam 

owing to the smaller concentrat ion o f H2 0 molecules in the 

air amb i e n t . 

An effect on the orientat ion of the silicon sub

strate on the oxide laye r thicknes s is also observed . 

Onto <111 > and <110 > Si-oriente d substrates, lBooR of gold 

were e vaporated simultane ously . Heat treatment of both 

samples unde r the same condition (200°c, in air) indicated , 

as s een in Fi g . 9, that the growth of the oxide laye r is 

mor e rapid (about 5 times ) wi th a <110 > o r i e nta tion than 
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Figure 8. Effects of ambient on the amount of oxide vs 

heat treatme nt time for a <110> oriented Si sample 

covered with 1700~ of Au. The equivalent silicon 

oxide layer thickness is about sooR for 200°c 

treatment for 20 min in air . 
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Figure 9. Effe ct o f orientation on the amount of oxide 

k 
vs (heat treatment time) 2 for <110 > and. <111 > 

o riente d Si samples covered with 1600~ of Au and 

heated at 200°c in air. 
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with a <111>. For 60 min process times, the layer thick-

nesses were 1100 and 200R, respectively. This is even 

visibly distinguishable from the obvious difference in 

color changes on the surface. Similar, but not as pro-

nounced , orientation effects have been found in thermal 

.d . f ·1· ( 6 ?) ox1 a tion o s1 icon. 

E. Effe cts of Thickness of Evaporate d Gold Layer 

Since t he low-tempe rature migration effect of 

silicon originate d in the pre sence of gold on the silicon 

sub s tra te , it is interesting to inves tigate the effect o f 

gold thickness on the growth of sio2 . 

Gold films of two different thicknes s es , 400 and 

lSOOR , were e vapora t e d, respectively, onto Si <1 10 > sub

stra t e s. The se spe cime ns were then heated at 200°c in 

air and the amount of silicon in the ox ide l ayer as a 

fun c tion of heat- treatment time wa s measure d (F ig . 10). 

Although the spec ime ns with the thinner go ld film showed 

a slightly l arge r growth of oxide than that for thick 

films for the fir s t 10 min of heat treatment, the growth 

stopped a t a certain fin a l Sio2 thickness . For 40 min 

treatment , the oxide layer was~ 1000R for both sample s. 

For the thicker film, the growth of the oxide layer did 

not saturate for time s up to 640 min. Experime nts with 

inte rmed i a t e thicknesse s of Au films indicated that the 

fin a l (or saturated) oxide layer thicknesse s are a lmost 
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Figure 10. Effect of Au thickness of the amount of oxide 

vs heat treatment time for <110> oriented Si 

samples covered with 1sooR () and 400R (o) of 
. 0 

Au and heated at 200 C in air. The oxide layer 

was about lOOOR for 40 min heat treatment. 
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proportional to (nearly twice) that of the original 

g o ld film. 

The above effect was examined in more detail. Two 

specimens with original gold layers of 400R and 1500~ were 

pre-heated at 200°c in air for 160 min to induce an oxide 

layer. These oxide layers were then dis s olved by dilute 

HF solution and the samples were heated again at 200°c in 

air for 160 min. After this treatment, the spec imen with 

400~ Au thickness produced a bare l y detectable o x ide layer , 

while the specimen with 1500~ gold l a yer was found to have 

an observable oxide layer. Further experiments with 

shorter time pre heat treatments of 40 min produced basi

cally the same results after the second heating : a b a rely 

d e t ectabl e oxide l ayer on the 400~ Au film and an appre

ciable amount of Sio2 on the 1 500~ Au film. 

Othe r experiments indicated that the amount of 

oxide found after the second heat treatment d epends on the 

thickness of the oxide layer after preheat. For example, 

for the sample with 1500~ Au film, the o x ide layer fo llow

ing the s econd treatment wa s somewhat thicker for the 

40 min pre heat case than that for the 160 min preheat . 

Also, in other samples, no further oxide growth was ob

served after removal of a "saturated " oxide thickness 

formed in the initial treatment. 

The d ependence of the oxide thickness on original 

evaporated gold film thickness, and the saturation effect 
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of the oxide after heat treatment led to an investigation 

of the Si-Au interface. A comparison of backscattering 

spectra of the heated Si-Au samples after removal of oxide 

layer with those of alloyed Si-Au samples was made. 

The Si-Au alloyed samples were prepared by heating 

a silicon wafer covered with 1500R Au layer in forming 

gas (a non-oxidizing ambient) for 30 min at a temperature 

of 415°c (above the Si-Au eutectic point). These samples 

were then heated in air for 160 min. No oxide layer was 

detected on these alloye d samples either visually or from 

analysis of backscattering data (Fig. llb). Figure lla 

shows backscattering spectrum of an unalloyed sample of 

Si with 1sooR Au after heat treatment at 200°c in air for 

640 min and then removing the Sio2 layer by dipping in HF. 

The two spectra (a · and b) are quite similar with the broad 

tail on the Au signal and a reduced contribution from Si 

near the surface. This again leads to the conclusion that 

there is appreciable interaction of Si and Au at the Si-Au 

interface. 

F. Discussion and Model 

The formation of the oxide layer is initiated by 

the release of the silicon atoms from the single-crystal 

substrate and the subsequent migration of the atoms through 

the Au layer. This is indicated schematically in Fig. 12. 

At the interface, the silicon atoms react with oxygen to 
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Figure 11. Spectra from 2 MeV 4He ions backscattered from 

two Si samples covered with a 1500~ Au layer and 

treated separately: (a) for 640 min at 200°c in 

air and then dipped in HF to remove the oxide 

layer, (b) fo~ 30 min at 415°c in forming gas . In 

case (b) the sample was not exposed to HF. The 

dashed curve in (a) represents the spectra taken 

after evaporation of the Au l ayer. 
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Figure 12. Model for the mechanism of Sio2 formation 

at temperatures below the Si-Au eutectic point. 
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form an Sio2 layer. The two possible places at which Sio2 

layer can grow are the Au-sio2 interfa c e (oxygen diffusion 

through the oxide layer) and the Sio2-ambient interface 

(Si diffusion through the oxide layer). On basis of 

strong ambient ef f ects (Fig. 8) it is proposed here that 

the former c ase holds, i.e., that the oxidizing species 

diffuse through the oxide layer (Fig. 12). This is similar 

to the process of thermal oxidation of Si. 

The Au-Si interface plays a role. The presence of 

a thin oxide layer at the interface between Au and Si can 

prevent the release of silicon . Variations in the thick

ness of this interface oxide layer could be responsible 

for the nonuniform thickne ss .of the oxide layer grown on 

the Au surface. The characteristics of the Au-Si interface 

may also be responsible for the fact that the growth of 

the oxide layer is about 5 times faster on <110> oriented 

silicon than on <111 > oriented samples. 

The thickness of the deposited Au film also has a 

strong effect on the growth of the oxide layer. The 

initial oxide growth rate decreases with increased thick-

ness of the Au layer. However , the most striking phe -

nornenon is the termination of the oxide growth for long 

process times. The final oxide layer thickness increases 

with increased thickness of the Au film. After removal of 

a "saturated growth '' oxide layer by HF no further oxide 

growth is observed following heat treatme nt. 
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It is suggested that the termination of the oxide 

growth is due to the formation of the Au-Si mixture which 

prevents the further release of silicon atoms. The sio2 

layer formation is provided through the interaction of 

both silicon and gold at the interface to form a Au-Si 

mixture as a byproduct. Based on this hypothes is, the 

oxide layer will grow until all the Au has interacte d with 

the Si. Consequently the oxide growth terminates sooner 

for a thin Au film than for a thicker one. 

Some support for this concept is provided by the 

behavior of Si-Au samples heated above the eutectic point 

in forming gas. No o x ide layer was detected following 

subseque nt heat treatment in air. In an ralloyed sample, 

it is reasonable to consider that all the Au has inter-

mixed with Si. Backscattering spectra (Fig. 11) from an 

alloyed sample and a sample heate d until oxide growth 

terminated showed similar Au and silicon distributions. 

The broad tail on the Au signal is suggestive of Au-Si 

intermixing. This tail was not observed in samples heated 

at ·200°c (be low the eutectic) in forming gas when no oxide 

layer was formed. This suggest s that marked Au-Si inter-

mixing occurs when either an oxide layer is formed or 

when the sample is heated above eutectic. 
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V. SUM.MARY 

We have shown the application of backscattering 

techniques to study some low-temperature migration phe

nomena. In particular, work on Si-Au and Si-Ag systems 

has been presented. The interaction of Si with the metal 

layers with the subsequent migration of Si through the 

layer and eventual formation of an oxide in an oxidizing 

ambient has b e en investigated. 

When a siricon wafer is covered with evaporated 

gold film and heated at temperatures below the Si-Au 

eutectic point (375°c), a silicon dioxide layer is formed 

on top of gold if the ambient contains a trace of water 

or o xygen molecules. Steam gas is the most effective 

ambient as it induces oxide growth far more rapidly even 

0 0 at 100 C than does pure oxygen gas at 300 C. 

There are major differences between thermal oxi

dation and the present Si-Au system where oxide-formation 

temperature is low, the oxide layer is nonuniform in thick

ness, and the final amount of Sio2 formed is proportional 

to the original thickness of the evaporated Au layer. 

We present a model associating the above effects 

with the pro?erties of the Si-Au interface. The model 

proposed is that the interaction between Au and the sub

strate Si crystal at the Si-Au interface provides Si atoms 
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which can diffuse to the Au surface. There, Si atoms 

react with oxidizing molecules which had diffused through 

the existing oxide layer. 

This initial study of the interaction and migration 

of Si in metal films at low temperatures led to investi

gations of silicide formation and subsequent work on 

·1· 1 . h b k . h . (48 -54) si icon-meta systems using t e ac scattering tee nique. 
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